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1o\BBTR1\CJ 
The purpose of this study was to identify a typology of 
leisure activities, based on the reasons why they were engaged in 
by participants. The sample for the study was a group of 250 
people selected at random from the rolls 
Chri!2,tciiti-rch citt) and fHJrroundini1 districts. 
A quest i cmna i T'I?.• listing 32 leisure activities and 21 
poss ble reaso11s for engaging in them, was used to gather data on 
why people participated in the activities that they enJoyed. The 
analysis was designed to identify the predominant pattern of 
reasons. a~.sociatr:,d tuith e1'!ch leisure activit~!-
programme was utilised to identify the pattern that had been 
Leisure activities with statistically 
significant predominant patterns that had two or more reasons in 
common were grouped together. This resulted in five distinctive 
sets of leisure activities grouped on the basis of being engaged 
in for very similar sets of reasons. High correlations were 
found between these groups and groups resulting from a factor 
analysis of the same data. 
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'As soon as man [sicJ apµrehonds himself as free and wishes 
to use that freedom. h0!n his. Bc:tivi-ty i!:- play.' 
CHAPTER i 
oc1a1 developments have put us in a 
period ifli;;lfl \} • • I vi;:, 1ncr,;;r;?.s1ng ii:1maun·i;i; 
This unprecedented situation 1·oquire new attitudes and measures 
to deal with some of the problems it µresents. Leisure guidance, 
on 
there may be guidance avai abl for making vocational choices in 
the f'or·m of b·dining 
li-ttle rrnpporl; nT' choices. 
This study inv r· c1·· e1tiuna1 aci;i-.,1ities engaged in 
during leisure time. 
1) What are the Ta on for engaging in spe f>. TlC 
leisure activities? 
2) Which activitie are carried out for the same 
Some of the fmctors which have contributed to the currant 
1) A reduction in the number of work hours has 
r-"} 
:r:.:, 
American University (1980) states the average 
weekly work time has decreased from sixty hours in 1870 to 
t h i r t; q .,..,.11 i n r; Hi F'J'70. percent reduction 
ti1ne that the average employee spends working per year since 
the turn of the century has given a net annual gain of eight 
hund·1°f:id non···wo1'I< houT'S (Hend·ricks and Bur·dge 1976). 
These decreases have resulted in shorter working weeks, 
lfHH·e h days and longer weekends and vacations, 
2) Increasing levels of unemployment and redundancies, later 
(Minkler 1981)., have all had an impact on the 
numbers of people experiencing increased leisure time. 
3) Automation and other technological advances which are 
repl<Bcing are also increasing leisure time 
(Caldwell 1974; Dumazedier 1967; Elliot 1964; Fourastie 1965; 
Kahn and Weiner 1967; Parter, Lawler and Hackman 1975) 
4) An increase in the general level oP affluence and advances 
.in medical science have led to earlier retirements (Birren 
196-4; Fone-r', Moore, Hess, Roth 1968) and longer life 
spans with the effect of a greater proportion of the life span 
being spent in non-work time. 
This overall trend towards increasing leisure time has 
been identified and noted by a number of authors, many of whom 
cope with it (Burch 1971, Brail and Chapin 1973; Clawson 1966; 
Hartlage 19691 Martin 1969; Slickman and Brown 1974; 
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1970, \,Jol.P t970). 
An unprecedented level of free time could be a difficult 
Increases in leisure time have been reported 
as leading to a degree of dislocation and deprivation (Morse 
0nd Weiss 1955) and been shown to have a maJor impact on 
mor'a 1 e and self-respect (Jahoda 1979). Possible harmful 
effects on youths have bean noted by the Christchurch 
Emp 1 oymt~nt Committee (1979); Ei zenburg and 
and Staffor·d 
Jackson and Banks(1980). Other studies have also noted the 
importance of leisure time as a determinant of the mental 
health., ad JtJStment and life satisfaction of the 
individual (Brooks and Elliot 1971, de Grazia 1962, Kaplan 
1960, Lofquist and Dawis 1969, Martin 1967, Medel 1971, Oberle 
1971., Rob:i.m,on 1969). 
Th erf'! is a need for increased awareness of this 
deve;1 lopment. Re~H:a·r-ch and planning are u·rgf.n,tly req_uir-ed to 
make available practical help such as widespread leisure 
guidance and counselling facilities. 
Som0 of the aims and advantages of preparing for leisure are 
desc:ribc•d by H,clp1:;port: and Rapoport (1975 p3~35) : 
uLeis1.n-·e provisicm should enrich the 
quality of life. A simple philosophy of leisure 
will not do thil'i.• IJJhat is needed is a philosoph\l of 
life. People's capacities for developing personal 
intrn°ests are cr'it;ical in this. The interes·i'; 
capacit1J is essf!mtial, not only to enrich li.Pe, but 
to safeguard against hazards of socialisation, 
nccupatioiv:d redund.anc1J and alienation in an 11 age of: 
di!:-cord;inuity 11 • Ir.-l;e·rests serve ,,H, threads of 
continuity around which lives may be organised. 
They relate individuals to their own pasts and 
futures as well as to others in their social and 
Rapoport and Rapaport use the word 'interest' in the 
sense of motivations. Other words which have been used in the 
same sense have included 1 needs' and 'satisfactions'. For 
this study the 'Reasons Why' a person chooses to engage in an 
activity has been utilized. It is hoped that this will enable 
a cle,ErreT- descr·iption of a pe·rscni's underlying motivations, 
and 2illso be more simple for· subJ1:1cts to r·espond to. 
Leisure research has often suffered from the lack of a 
accepted definition of leisure and associated common 1 ~J 
c:nnc1:q1ts. To clarify the stance of this thesis and to adopt 
the clearest definition available, the concept of leisure es a 
segment of time is adopted. Spec:if:ically .. 11 leisure time 11 is 
' 1iill tirne not required ·to main-bain biological functions, 
economic worth and sociocultural obligations"(Shivers 1981). 
The individual can freely choose to participate in, or 
withdraw from, any leisure time activity. 
11 Rec:·r'E.1 ;;rtinr). is. diffr21c:te1°i1.e•d by its Ci:Hlsummc:,tor\l nature. 
It has the power to seize and hold the individuals attention 
ta such an extent that the very meaning of subJective time and 
What individuals lose 
during moments of fnustrating experience, their equilibrium 
and sense of proportion may be regained through the unifying 
power of recreation. Recreation is any non-debilitating 
consummatory experiencf1u (Shivers i981 pp207--208). 
This definition stems from a homeostatic viewpoint. 
Recreation is regarded as being both the product and process 
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of th0 human organism's attempts to attain equilibrium. 
Every science must begin with a sound descriptive base 
(Hinde importance of this is no less in the 
leisure field (Bishop 19701 Meyersohn 1969; R i t. c h i e 1 97 5 ) . 
govil oi' scientific: knoui1edge of 11 developin9 SIJ!'Jtems oi' 
classification or typolog:i.es 11 (Reynolds 1976}. 
T importance of research on the identifica~ion and 
stable classification of the motivational forces underlying 
leisure behaviour patterns has been noted by a number of 
writers in the field (HoLoard 19761 Lcmdrin, Crandall and 
Fitzgibbons 1'·177, Pie1'c:e 1980; TinslE•y, DarrEd:t: and Kass 1977; 
Tinsley and Kass 1978, 1979). 
The purpose of th:i.r, thesie, is to illustrate the 11 match 11 
between various leisure activities on the basis of t!ie reasons 
why they are done. The identification of the reasons that are 
associated with specific leisure time activities, and of the 
groups of activities which are performed for the same reasons 
is in determining which activities may be 
sub st;:i tu tab 1 e. A parsimonious description of this information 
could be used by people to narrow theiT' search 
recreational activities. 
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2. 1 LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter reviews the literature relevant to leisure 
classification. The research is covered in four general 
sections, reflecting differing emphases apparent in the field. 
A ·table follows this 1'eview summa,·izing the authorst the t.o.t:us 
of~their research and the analysis used. 
methodologies are then reviewed followed by a discussion of 
Jche problems identified in the literatu-r'e. Finally, the aims 
of this study are listed. 
The ·re!,,eardi on 11:d.stn'e has Vi,H'ied considerably in i't;s 
ft'.)CUS. Some advances made in the area stem from a range of 
approaches ta the problem of classifying leisure behaviour. 
These ~pproaches include ·-
1) A priori classification of leisure activities 
3) emphasis on the individual and his or her 
subJective experiences, 
4) emphasis on the needs or satisfiers that may be 
motivating leisure behaviour. 
While these variables of leisure activities, individual 
differences and needs have received considerable attention, 
this has often been in isolation. Few studies combine them in 
a holistic approach. 
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1) A priori classification. 
De Grazia in 1962 laid the foundations for many of the 
subsequent investigations of leisure by his groupings of 
leisure activities. 
classify the 
Ha identified five bi-polar types to 
ad;ivities: ar. ti ve-.. pa ss :i. ve i 
participant-spectator, scditaT'IJ""" sociaL indoo·r-·-outdoor, and 
in the home ..... outsid.e .t.he .. hom.e.. Kaplan ...... U.96.Q) ,.svggeJ;}.t~J,1. riv~ 
diffe·rent leisu-r-e types which appear ..... t.o mat.ch !li:Offie of: de 
G1'azia's, namel\J social. games and spor·t, art, movement and 
immobility. Thtl New Zealand Classification of Leisure 
Acti·vities, (batH'ild on Hu1JJo·rth et al 1977),• clas-sifies an 
exhaustive list of leisure activities into thirteen different 
1) Domestic science and property maintenance related 
activities 2) Hobbies 3) Education and learning related 
activities 4) Religious and Philosophical activities 5) 
Activities related to the arts 6) Personal and community 
service activ:H.:ies '7) PJ'ofessional, social, political and 
other specific interest group oriented activities 8) Team 
sporting activities 9) Small group and individual 
sporting activities 10) Active outdoor pursuits and 
sporting activities 11) Conveyance related sport and 
casual activities 12) Antisocial and illegal activities 
1!]) Casual ac·tivities. n. e. c. 
2) Activ:i.tie£,. 
More empirically based analyses of leisure activities 
have been undertaken using factor analy~is. These have 
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managed to replicate some factors across studies but variation 
in results has given rise to a somewhat confused picture of 
the underlying leisure factors. 
Proctor (1962) factor analysed respondents participation 
in a number of outdoor recreation activities, and identif-ied 
passive pursuits 
- active pursuits 
- backwoods activities. 
Bishop (1970) factor analysed 25 different leisure activities, 
by frequency of participation, and elicited three dimensions; 
- active diversionary 
-- pntE<nr:1;1 
-· r,-\::;,i'l.:u::;. 
lhese appeared to be stable over replication on four samples 
from different areas. \.,J:i.tt 097U, also ur:,ing participation 




Ti,;o f:\Jrther- import;;rnt f\ac·to·r analytical studier,; of 
leisure activities were carried out by Mc~echnie (1974) and 
McKechnie used both past participation rates 
and anticipated future participation rates. He found six 




- glamour sports. 
Houu,n·d, also using a participation rating, factor analysed 




·· leisure detachmtint. 
These mirror Witt's (1971) results, 
lc,isu·,·e det1°ichmen·t. 
with the exception of 
Attempts to avoid some of the problems inherent in factor 
analysis, such as summarizing maJor variations and excluding 
WJ.J'IOT' led to of 
multi-dimensional scaling, and efforts to formulate leisure 
t~Jpolnf1ies. Th 12 multi-dimensional scaling approach was 
employ(;:d by Becker (1976), Hc)ltnook(1980) and Ritchie <197~'.>). 
(1976) rated similarities among eleven activities and 
f'ound th1'e€•, unlabell0!d, dimension!:,, Ritchie (1975) 
identifietl foUT' underlying dimensions by the perceived 
similarit:i.e!', of 1eisur<."! activities; 
active-pa !:H,, i vt1 
ind iv i cl u 12. 1 ""'fJ r· nu p 
- simple to perform-difficult to perform 
- involving-time filling 
A more recent study utilising this method was carried out by 
- indoor-outdoor. 
Some work has also been done to obJectively identify the 
unique attributes of either individual leisure activities or 
groups of leisure activities by using a task attributes 
These have employed the conventional factors in 
-\;hat ,·esearch ·h·adH;ion of !;!. g. ·f:eedback, varied;;y, autonomy, 
influern::01, prtl~i!H.1re, s~:ill utilization and inte·r-action. 
were correlated with personality characteristics to identify 
some of the relationships between personality and leisure 
iiittribut:es. (Turner and Lawrence 1965, Hackman and Oldham 
1975., habanoff i981 ). 
A section of the research has focused on a consideration 
of leisure activities from the viewpoint of the individual. 
Simply asking respondents why they participated in 
various leisure activities led to a number of frequently 
mentioned 11 meanings 11 • Donald and Havighurst (1959), 
Havighurst (1961) identified eight of these meanings 
Just for the pleasure of it 
- a welcome change from work 
brings into contact with friends 
provides a new experience 
gives a chance to achieve something 
- gives a feeling of being creative 
benefits socie·t\1 
and 
- makes the time pass. 




Other studies have aggregated individuals into the cells of a 
leisure typology within which their leisure participation 
patterns were similar (Romsa 1973; Ditton, Goodale and Johnson 
:1.975; and Jih-Min Yu 19El0). For example, Jih-Min Yu (1980) 
identified 17 mutually exclusive core cells and investigated 
' ' • " t • k , 
i-; rH~ ). r rel a ; 1 on s i'1 :qi with socioeconomic variables. 
This approach is given some backing by recommendations 
made by Ritchie (1975), and secondly by Bishop and Witt (1970) 
and Endler and Hurst (1966). These latter researchers found a 
pronounced lack of variance being explained by the main 
effects of socioeconomic and demographic variables, with more 
variance being accounted for by intera~tions among variables. 
This suggests that researchers should take into account the 
interaction amung activities, 
of leisure choices. 
1.. e. the respondents' pattern 
Tatham and Dornoff (1971) clustered individuals, and 
investigated the activities engaged in by each group. The 
dependent variables used in this case were socioeconomic 
They concluded that different recreation 
patterns may be linked to combinations of socioeconomic 
12 
other researchers have found 
demographic and socioeconomic variables to have been of little 
use in differentiating effectively among groups within an 
activity (Burch 1969; Burdge and Field 19711 Cicchetti 1973; 
and Romsa and Girling 1976). 
13,,1:dt (196,9) pf;,rf'ormed G-type factor analysi~:; to identify 
thr-ee ;,types" of peoplfi:, 
- action oriented (predominantly male, 
relatively high education) 
- social intellectual (predominantly 
femal~, relatively lower education) 
- social entertainment (male and female, 
median education). 
A number of studies have used personality instruments to 
categorize individuals. One of the approaches used has been 
to employ Hollands 0966,. 1.973) theor~J of vocational behaviour. 
This theory relates personality characteristics to behaviour 
in the educ,:1d;ional, vt:icational and ,§_pci.c:iJ .. domair1s. 
This approach should be useful in leisure research for two 
reasons-. First, as a method of examining and classifying 
avoccd:; i on.,:11 activities. Secondly as a cross life-sphere 
instrument, that is, relationships between, say., work and 
leisure can be explored using one instrument in a way which is 
meaningful to both spheres of behaviour. 
Later research has attempted to discover why individual 
and g1··oup dif'rfH'ence~i arise acroP.,5 leisure activities. For 
example, Christensen (1976) linked satisfactions to activities 
clustered on the basis of participation rates. However 
1.3 
Baumgartner and Heberlein (1979), in accordance with the 
Rapoports' recommendations, 
when with specific 
Bryon ( 1979) locked at the variability in satisfactions 
within individual activities. He argued that this variability 
activity. This was supported by Jacobs (1980). Howev1,n' a th E!T' 
factors that may also be operating here are that: 
Different types of social groups define the meaning of 
objects so that all group members interpret these obJects in a 
similar fashion (Burch 1964; Denzin 1969; Garfinkel 1963; Lee 
197~:2). There may be variability in social group types 
pa~ticipating in the same activity (Buchanan Christensen and 
Btrr-dge;, 198U. Thirdl1J, envir-onmental atd:;ributes may have an 
eft'E.·ct <liE10H,. 1979). Fin1=,lly, there may be i::ln ei~f'ect from 
secondary activities being carried out at or near the same 
timt~ (buchanan 198:3; McCool 11-778). 
4) NJ?, ed r~.'~· 
A number of studies utilizing the need hierarchies of 
Maslow (1954) and Alderfer (1972) have carried out research in 
this direction by attempting to link various needs to leisure 
activities (Driver and Knopf 1977; Hawes 1978; Hot1J,';i!rd 1976; 
Moss and Lamphear 1970; O·'Connor' 1970). Tinsley and Kass 
dimensions make paT'ticipation in this activity psychologically 
diH~eren't from pi=n·t;:i.c:i.paticin in some, other leisure activit;y';:,u. 
l4 
on forty-two out of forty-five need satisfier dimensions 
(Tinsley Barrett and Kass 1977). A replication and extension 
of this research found thirty-three out ... OT' 
dimensions significantly related to the leisure activity i11 
which the respondent participated. They went on to identify 
relationships between intercorrelated clusters of need~ an 
specifi leisure activities (Tinsley and Kass 1979). Schneyer 
and Roggenbuck (1978) also linked specific satisfactions with 
spec1f1c activities. Allen (1982) attempted to identify a 
typology of leisure activities based on interest data, and to 
determine the degree of relationship between 20 of Murray's 
personality needs and the identified leisure typology. He 
found nine leisure activity factors that gave rise to four 
independent correlations when crossed with personality needs. 
London, Crandall and Fitzgibbons (1977) neatly take into 
ac:count effects of these three variables; 1 e i s1..•·r-e 
t:hat: an importard: for substituting activities 
should be the needs they satisfy. That :l. !:I, looking at the 
similarity of activities on the basis of the dimensions which 
more probably determine choice, such as the needs they fulfil, 
or amount of pleasure they provide, rather than on the basis 
of participation rates. Using Three Mode Analysis, (which 
extracts factors in each of the modes and then derives 
interrelationships across modes by means of a 'core' matrix), 
they e:,;arnined ·tht? TEd,cd;ionships among leisuT"e activi·bies, ·the 
needs they satisfy and the individuals who participate in 
Feeclbac: k, LU:in~J, and P1:isitive 
Interpersonal Involvement, reflecting latent need satisfier 
These were related to leisure 
activitl:) Cultural-Passive, 
Productive-Intellectual, in three distinct ways, 
threr! "individu21l f;':)c:t;orfili. 
Table 1 
Summ2ir tL_cd' Lit ert,3 'l; lJ.I:.fil R r~v i ew: The. Au th tH' s, Focus. 
o.P~;he:ir Research and tbJL Type of: Anal1.1sis Used. 
and 
RESEARCHEF~ ( s) FOCUS OF RESEARCH AMALYEiIS USED 
Other: 
i Ana 1. Typology 
l· --~-·---- ------------ ---- ----------·! 
De (;h,21 :r. i ,;'1 i 96:2., 
Kap 1 an 196Ci. Other I 
:-------------------------------------------1 
Proctor 1962, Bishopl 
1970, !rHt·t 1.97:L 
Mc~'\echni&i 1974., 
Lt°' FA 
:JCJ75., Holbrook 1C/80. LA MDS 
1------- ------------------------------ --1 
Donald+ Havighurst I 
1959, Havighurst1961l 
Goodman 1969. 
Romsa 1973, Ditton, 
Goodale + -.)ohn!-rnn 






Breit 1969. Ind iv. FA 
!--------------~-- ----- -------------------1 
Maslow 1954,Alderferl 
1972, Tinsley + Kassi 
1979, Schneyer and 
Roggenbuck 197B, 
Bryan 1979,Allen19821 
LA Needs Corr. 
!-··--------------- -------------------------: 
London, Crandall andl 
Fitzgibbons 1977. 3 Model 
Note. MDS :c:: Multi-~dimens:i.un.ill Scaling. 
The maJority of Btudies in leisure research have used 
1 paper and peni::il 1 inr~tr-ument;s. A primaru aim has been to 
gather data, and to do this most researchers have utilized a 
questionnaire. Samples of students have bean prevalent, 
commonly comprised of volunteers or studants obtaining course 
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A common recommendation made in conclusion to these 
studies has been for replication on expanded or different 
pnpulatior,s. However other studies have used stratified 
random samp11,is. These have been based on females (Ritchie 
counties (Bishop 1970; 
McKechnie 1974) and states (Duncan 1978; Jih-Min Yu 1980). 
i.? Problem§ Identified in the Literature 
Several problems have hindered progress in the field of 
leisure research. Marano's (1975) criticism of a particular 
section of leisure research applies to many of the studies in 
t;he whole Held., especially the earlier ones. 
limited sample sizes, unreliable and imprecise measurement 
instruments, i n F.1 p prop ·r i at t~ stat:istici::11 (for 
e xamp 1 e, 
representatively sample 
analysis), and to 
the wh r,:, 1 e dc,main leisure 
Most attempts to group activities, and thus find the 
undl'1rl~1:in9 dimensicms c)f leisure, have used far.tor analy£ds. 
There is the general problem with factors derived by factor 
~nalysis in that they exclude minor and summarise maJor 
v.,,,riations. Eve:•n so cl i mens inns cl eT' i ved f,•om past factor 
anafytical studies have varied. This is possibly due to the 
differences in leisure activities, analytic procedures or 
samplt-!S us.ad. Sixtle (1967), (in Schmitz-Scherzer 1974), 
notes this dependency of factor analytical results on the 
subJect and variable samples. 
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A conceptual problem also exists with factor analysis in 
that the results of cluster and factor analyses depend on what 
dependent va·riabli'.i' is analysed. Earl!J dependance on 
socioeconomic status and other demographic variables was found 
to be questionable when Mualler and Curin (1962) report that 
the cumulative e9fect of sex, age, occupation, religion and 
1tducati'on> account-··· f'or• - only,,, 30% .. , .. ofL, the :.,va;rii:il:nc.t:!., ... in .. ,.thg 
measurement of outdoor------ recreational - activities. A similar 
lack of ability predict leisu·re behaviour· from 
socioeconomic variables was noted by Berger (1963). 
Several methodological problems also arise when using factor 
Beamen ( 1975) suggests thc.~·I; 11 f=actor analysis is 
only appropriate for grouping activities when the same 
activity organisation is appropriate .Por all subgroups in the 
sample 11 • This t~H:n.dd lead to dif'.Pir.:ulties in inter·preting 
results where a sample is composed of subgroups differing in 
their perceptions of leisure activities. Factors may also 
arise due to dependency among the variables. It is di.Pficult 
to discern if these are reflecting an underlying construct or 
are merely methodologically dependent. There is a problem in 
interpreting the meaning of high correlations among items. 
For example, a high correlation between two items may indicate 
that satisfaction with participation in the first activity is 
contingent on participation in the second activity rather than 
their being equal partners in the same 'factor' (Beaman 1975). 
Other types of dependencies occur when factor analysing scale 
scores where the scales have items in common or the scales are 
ipsative (Kess and Tinsley 1979). 
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A number of problems are present with factors from factor 
analyses that are based on participation ratings. Such 
analyses yield groupings of leisure activities with similar 
participation rates, but de little to clarify the dimensions 
of leisure behaviour. For example, factor analysis can not 
distinguish between two activities that may be chosen because 
they ·a-r·1f< c·omp·l ement-ary· and.> coi nc-i d-entally ..... eng .. ag.e.d .... in,. -fo.r 
similar. periods of:time. Yet thei-,· pT~esence_ in -- the same 
factor suggests the activities themselves are similar. As a 
basis an which to classify activities, it is less useful than 
when the individuals' perceptions are considered, such as the 
needs satisfied, pleasure obtained, or how absorbing an 
activity may be. Using the respondents' expert knowledge, 
<i.e., about leisure activities which a1•e relevant to that 




as yielding reliable and valid 
T i n s 1 e IJ , Daw i s, Lo .P q u i st 1968 ) . A 
final problem is that the investigator's structures are 
imposed rrn the data, -through the choice of: items, design of-
the instruments, and labelling of the factors. 
At a time when much of the research is aimed at identifying 
substitutable activities, 
i nap pT'opr i ate. 
factor analysis would appear to be 
In leisure research there has been a tendency to look at 
variables in isolation, thus ignoring probable interactions 
among them. Much of the failure to achieve replicable results 
could be due to this lack of consideration of contextual and 
related variables in a complex area. The relationships 
between the outward appearances or manifestations of leisure 
time activities, and the underlying significance and meaning 
tor the participants, have been taken into account in only a 
Yet this information is necessary if we are to 
answer such questions as: Are similar activities perceived 
differently by different groups of individuals? Do different 
i1ctivities have similar meanings for some people? Do people do 
th~ same activity for different 
c: ire: ums·i:;anc es·? 
T·easons in di f f:erent 
f{ 3 Aims 
la) This study aims to follow the trend of recent research as 
described in the literature review, the 
individual's view of leisure activities and attempting a 
classification on that basis. It is hoped to determine 
reasons why people engage in specific leisure activities, 
·l;he 
by 
u~ing an intuitively simple analytical procedure based on 
frequency counts. A number of the problems with past research 
are obviated and analysis is simplified by this approach. 
Three areas reflect the main emphases of this study:-
individual difPwr·enc:fH;; classification; and analysis. It is 
important to consider individual differences in the perception 
of activities and the needs that they satisfy. From this 
information, the leisure activities can be classified into 
groups on the basis of the main combinations of reasons why 
r·espoiidE•nts engage in them. This ir,; achieved by the analysis 
which icientifies the most frequently chosen pattern of reasons 
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associated with each activity. Two key points here are 
parsimonious description and a meaningful classification. 
This study proposes a method of classifying leisure activities 
manne·r that illustrates the reasons that are 
psychologically relevant to the individual. 
i.b) The consequent aim of this i~. the iclentificaticm of 
substitutable leisure activities. Substitutability is defined 
interchangeability of recreation activities in 
satisfying participants' motives, need£, and 
(Hendet°' and Burdge 1974). The identifica"\:.:ion of 
psychologically aquivalent leisure attributes is important for 
aging., illness, geographic 
relocation, seasonal changes or a change in income level. 
The assumption on which this approach is based 1s that 
the identification of the most appropriate activity for an 
individu;::ll will lead to the greatest satisfaction for that 
person. 
needs 11 (D'Mor'·r·ow 1970, i,.lolf: 1970). 
2) A further abJective is to determine the correlates of the 
leisure activities grouped by the combination frequency 
dnal\,Jf,is, and the correlates of the responses made to a list 
of questions regarding the reasons why respondents engage in 
leisure pursuits in general. 
3) A secondary aim is the investigation of the utility of 
Holland's theory of personality (Holland 1966, i 97::J) in 
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classifying leisure activities, and as a basis to investigate 
relationships across such life-spheres as work and leisure. 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter comprises five sections as follows: 
'.3. :l Gener.;d Purposf.l and Design. 
:.:J.,--_·"2 Gu-e-s-t--i-or1r1a i 'r--e. 
(ii) Favourite Activities 
(iii) Reasons for engaging in Leisure 
(iv) Leisure Activities 
(v) Demographic Data 
3. 3 Sample and Procedure. 
3. 4 Statistical Analyses 
The general purpose of the thesis was to identify why 
people engage in their leisure pursuits in general, and why 
they engage in the particular activities they are interested 
ln. A questionnaire was administered to a random sample taken 
The resultant 
data were subjected to analysis to identify groups of leisure 
activities engaged in for similar reasons. 
A survey using a questionnaire to collect data 
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was chosen for a number of reasons: 
a) It was important to obtain a sizeable sample in order 
to obtain reliable results. 
b) Given (a)1 ,,:i ques·biorrnaire is the least expensive and 
time-consuming approach 
and Lof'ctuist 1968). 
< Borgen, Weiss, Tinsley, Dawis 
c} 'Ih e questionnai r·e has···· a 1 so beecn cited as yielding 
"reliable and valid information about individual 
differences and about the activity in general because it 
capitalises upon the knowledge of persons who participate 
in the activity regularly" (Borgen et al 1968 pp 113). 
The questionnaire consisted ol five sections: 
Ci> An introduction. 
(ii) Questions regarding the respondents' 
favourite leisure activities. 
(iii) A section on the motivations that 
respondents regarded as important 
in their leisure time. 
(iv) A section gathering information 
on why specific leisure activities 
are car-r'ied out. 
(v) A number of ijuestions designed to obtain 
demographic data. 
(i) Intr·oduction 
The introduction described the questionnaire as looking 
at leisure activities and the reasons why they are enJoyable. 
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It gavo the development of a Leisure Guidance Form as a 
possible outcome of this research and listed 
cord:;r:i.bLd:;ing to {;he need hn· sudi ,';;)rt instrument. F-iespondents 
were assured of confidentiality and thanked for their time. 
As a reminder to return the questionnaire, the statement: 
11 Ple,3se ·peturn by xx/l.;BC/xx)(:,: 11 war:1 loci1.d;ed in the top 1~ight 
Finally, an example giving directions and 
illustrating how to fill out Section iv was given. This 
introductitm :included an exhortation f-or Tespondem·ts 11 not to 
worry about how others might answer as what is important is 
[See Appendices Ai to Av for the 
(ii) Favourite Activities 
In an effort to assess underlying motivation, respondents 
\JJE•re asked: 11 \,.Jhen you ar1;:, free to d1:i exactly as tJOU please, 
11.iha'l: do you and/trr would ytw do?". This q1..1estion also helped 
obviate the fact that they might not have had the opportunity 
1n the past to engage in the activity that they would most 
They were then asked to fill in the open spaces below 
the question with their two favourite leisure activities and 
the reasons why they enJoyed them. [see Appendix AiiJ The 
activities were coded on the basis of Holland's (1966, 1973) 
c:ategorie1:;. The reasons given for why their activities were 
enJoyed were coded as one of 21 reasons presented in the 
questicmn2,ire. 
:~ectirm. 
These reasons are described in the following 
( :i. i i ) F< e ;c:; ~ o iisfor. Eng a q i n \L i n Le i sure. 
The twenty-one items in this section were derived from 
The mast important source was London1 Crandall 
and Fitzgibbon's (1977) list of attributes, which claim ·t:n 
measure the higher order need states specified by Maslow 
(1968) and also Alderfer (1972). London et al (1977) chose 
'\;;h.e .. s.e on tht~ presumption that most individuals have their 
basic physiological needs satisfied, and therefore the higher 
level needs would be more salient. Howeve,··, it is dif.Picult 
to determine if these more basic needs may still be either 
primary or secondary motivating forces in some activities. 
London e'l:: ;::,l (1977) also utilised items derived from 
research 1n the field of organisational psychology. For 
example, they included some of Hackman and Oldham's (1975) 
These 
may well be useful in describing leisure activities, 
as providing a basis for examining relationships between 
leisure and other life-spheres such as work. 
1. Items taluin fr·om London, Cr·andall and Fitzgibbons {Fl?'/).: 
Seeing the results of your efforts (Item 18) 
Doing many different things (ltem 14) 
Using a skills and 
Significan't:1\J 
Co-operating with other people (Item 10) 
Developing close friendships (Item 9) 
talents <Item 14) 
Feeling personal growth (Item 2) 
Utilising full potential (Item 2) 
Responsibility for making decisions {Item i). 
2. Items taken from Kabanoff (1981) and Crandall (1980); 
Organise own proJ&cts and activities (!tam 1) 
Relax and take it easy (Item 3) 
EnJoy f-amily life (Item 6) 
Have a change from 
For excitement 
daily routine (Item 7) 
and stimulation (Item 11) 
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TesJc your·sel.P in difficult OT· demanding situat ons dtem' Li 
For health reasons (Item 16) 
Keep physically fit (Item 16) 
Gain respect or admiration of others (Item 17) 
Be involved in competition (Item 12) 
Organise teams, gr·oup~; or organisations (Item 19). 
3. Items taken from general leisure literature and results 
of pilot studtJi 
To give me privacy/a chance to be alone (Item 4) 
To relieve frustration (Item 5) 
To ~ill in the time (Item 8) 
Thinkingipuzzling things out (Item 13) 
To let me know what's going on/help me increase my knowledge 
and skills <Item 15) 
"Other" category (Item 21) 
Given the occasional overlap among items from these 
sources, some of the items were me-rged. Many 1t1EH'!:.' T·ewritten to 
some extent in order to meet the required purpose and format 
of this section [See Appendix Aiii]. 
Respondents were asked to read the list of reasons and to 
r·espond by indica·ting, (on a scale f·rom one ·to five), how 
important each item was for their leisure activities in 
general. 
(iv) Leisure Activities 
Thirty-two leisure activities were listed in this section. 
Respondents were instructed to mark the activities 1n which 
they were interested. 
engaging in an activity, 
The list of twenty-one reasons for 
(from the previous section>, 
presented with these thirty-two activities in a grid format. 
Respondents could then tick the appropriate reasons that 
.applied to each of the leisure activities that they marked. 
The m,'o!Jor:i.ty of activi·t:ies were based on Taylor, Kelso, 
Cox, A1lmiJa1J, and Mc1d;thews' (1979) Leis1JT•e Checklist. This 
was developed to cover a wide range of activities which were 
then unanimously keyed by four Judges as belonging to one of 
the six Holland (1973) codes; Realistic, Investigative, 
Artiic.tic, Social, Enterprising or Convent i ona 1. Their 
findings 11 suggested that Holland's categories are sufficiently 
fle~ihle to be applied not only to educational and vocational 
behaviou,·s but also to t:he '"1voc,£1tional doma:i.n 11 (Taylo1' et al., 
i 979: pf\04). Therefore, it is considered that this should be 
an excellent research tool for analyses that cross the 
boundaries among these spheres. 
Support for using Hollands' categories was drawn from 
Melamed ( i 977), 
group personality 
who found a high degree of similarity between 
patterns on Holland's (1965) Vocational 
Preference Inventory (VPI) end group leisure patterns. 
The 32 leisure activities in this section were also 
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derived from three sources. 
Items taken From Taylor et al. 1 s (1979) Leisure Checklist 
1) Elwim1ning, boating; 
2) Repairing or mending things; 
3) Developing/processing photographs1 
4) Playing a musical instrument or singing, 
5) Taking JH:i·r-Jc in Guides .. Scouts, yoL1th groups, et:c. J 
7) Earning some money selling things; 
8) Bushwi:,lldng, hiking, campingi 
9) Visiting scientific/technical displays or lectures; 
10) Taking part in plays or musicals; 
11) Planning and giving parties; 
12) Following politics in the newspapers or on 
13) Collecting/cataloguing coins, stamps, photograph 
albums or scrap books; 
other team sports, 
15) Playing chess., dT'aught:s., bT'idge., scrabble o·r 
other games of skill; 
16) Doing handcrafts such as pottery, weaving macrame1 
17) /:.,ttend:i.ng ti'>port!.':, events, pop concerts, films etc., 
with a group of friends; 
18) Doing small Jobs such as gardening or housework for a fe 
19) Keeping detailed accounts or a careful diary; 
:20) Making thin9s1 like model aircraft, dress1,H:<, etc:., 
using patterns or plans1 
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on radio or television; 
r-;rJ \ 
!';!.'",C. l E<l{hibitior1s.1 plays or concerts; 
24} f'liai~J:i.ng b.::.H:kgtammon, poker, monopoly other games of ch,:lni 
25) Using typewriters, calculators or similar equipment. 
Fitzgibbons (1977); 
26) Watching television, 
27) Reading/listening to music; 
28 ) F i sh i n g ; 
29) Skiing, hoT'se~·riding, sqtiash and other solo sports. 
lhe pilot study identified a need for a further four items; 
23) Going to hotels and socializing, 
30) Doin9 nothing in p&,rticulal', "mucking aboL1t".: 
32) Driving for pleasure. 
The considerable overlap that was observed in these 
OUT'CBS, and the results of the pilot study, suggested that a 
reasonably exhaustive list of leisure activities had been 
identified. 
Coding of this data has meant a loss of flexibility in some 
For E•1:ample, reading and listening to music is 
classified under Holland coding belonging the 
Investigative category. Ho1uever, both reading and listening 
t • music may be carried out for escapism or for learning. 
/;,, th:i.r·l;t1"·third f'in,i:ll ac:tivi·l:;y entitled 11 Your -~iob 11 1vas 
21dded. [see Appendix AivJ This can be used in cross-sphere 
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cr;1mp.;1·risons, foy- example, betu.1fHH1 respondents' occlipation and 
their primary leisure activity. 
(v) Demoqraphic Data 
This section was designed to elicit information on sex, 
mar-ital status, age, qui::ili.Pications or education, 
and occupational satisfaction. 
oc c upai:; ion, 
This information was gathered so that the correlates of 
specific types of leisure behaviour could be identified. 
Similarly, the demographic variables which are associated with 
particular reasons for engaging in leisure could be isolated. 
The data on occupation and occupational satisfaction are 
important in considering the relationships among between these 
two variables and leisure activities. Occupation was an 
open-ended question, subsequently coded in accordance with the 
New Zealand 1981 National Census classification, as well as 
the six Holland codes. Satisfaction with occupation was rated 
on 
satisfir~d 11 • [Bee Appendix ivJ 
Finally, space was provided for any additional comments 
the respondent cared to make. [see Appendix B for a list of 
the comments made by the respondents] 
A pilot form of the questionnaire was completed by 20 
people known ta the author. Pilot results prompted the 
inclusion of further leisure activities and raasons for 
engaging in them. The presentation cf the questionnaire was 
alsa altered somewhat to clarify what was required of the 
respondents and to allow it to be more easily filled out. 
The sample was randomly taken from the 1983 electoral 
rulls for Christchurch City, and the immediately surrounding 
d1·eas of Waimair:i, PapaTl.li::,, R:i.ccarton and Hf.:athc:ote. 
Seven hundred names were randomly generated. 
t cipate in the study. Those who were unwilling cited 
reasons of poor health, little time, language difficulties or 
Seventy percent of the questionnaires mailed 
out wera returned fully completed. This resulted in a final 
sample of two hundred and fifty people. 
Unfortunately this sample under-represents those people 
without telephones, and those people whom had moved since the 
time the electoral roll wes compiled. 
posted out. Subjects whose questionnaires were not received 
one week after this date received another telephone call. 
This first follow-up encouraged respondents to send in their 
q11estionnaire~L• and a11otiJed them to discuss any problems. A 
final follow-up took place approximately two weeks after that 
date; respondents were once more reminded to return the 
questionnaire as soon as possible. 
The final sample of two hundred and fifty was compared 




df Cr-itical Value Dbta:i.ned 
at; 0. 05 level 
1 3.84 1. 14 
hge 5 11. 07 29. 9 
3. 84 65. 0 
Education/Qualifications 5. 9 88. 7 
Dcc:upa't;ion 18. 11.:,8 h9. l, 
No significant differ-ence was found between the observed 
and expected frequencies for sex. A difference was found for 
age, with the fifty to seventy categories being represented 
more highly than expected in the sample. 
Sornfi' dif.Perencei;; occure•d :i.n the c,ccupation analysis, with mt,re 
clerical and domestic/unemployed/retired/student categories 
among the respondents. The sample would have also been biased 
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and people settled in an 
Tha-t; .; " ...\, .,.,.J people likely to have 
comprised the section of the sample which had moved since the 
tima of compilation of the census, therefore they may not be 
adequately represented in this sample. 
Initial analysis of the data looked at the frequencies of 
a number of the variables, including the thirty-three leisure 
activities, the reasons which were important for leisure in 
general.the respondents' reported favourite activities, and 
the reasons why these were engaged in. 
The main analysis was also based largely on frequency 
count::;, utilizing a computer to process the larger mass of 
data. Observ~tion of the total number of ticks for each of 
lo increase the power and scope of the analysis, these 
reasons for engaging in an activity were looked at in various 
comb J.'nations. The aim was to identify if there were specific 
sets of reasons that were common to most people engaged in 
each separate activity. 
For example, every possible pair of reasons was considered. 
A computer programme was used to run through ell possible 
combirn;\t:i.ons nf tuw reasons , and to count the frequenctJ at 
which each permutation occurred. The programme then listed 
the seven combinations that occurred most frequently. 
Appendix C for a listing of this programme] 
[See 
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Watching/Listening to \in-depth' reports or 
documentaries on radio or TV. 
Sample size= 137 Per cent of: total sample= 54% 
For single ·tic:k~>: 
15 raw f1requency-.. 86 
i".} ., T'oW f:requency'."" 57 ... 
8 raw .Prequency- 39 
2 ra1.1.1 fT',equenc~J- 26 
8 'f'if.HiJ fT'equency- 24 
7 "f' /3\J.l .Prequency- 20 
1 raw fr·equenc y- 17 
For groups of 'ClLI{) reasons: 
13 15, raw .Preq_uency-.. 
3., 15., T·aw frequency-
3, 13, raw frequency-· 
2, i 5, raw f1-equenc:y"" 
2, 13, raw fr·e q u enc: y---
8, 1.3, T'i,;JW frequent ~1-
8, 15, raw f-requency-
Note. 2. PeT'scm;al develL1pment 
8. Relax 
















sample size- 62% 
sample size-- 41 :,~ .. -.----
sample size- 28'.i: 
sample size-· 18% 
sample size- 17% 
sample size- 14~1.. 
sample size- 12% 
½ of sample size-· 30% 
% of sample size- 17% 
'Y. or sample size- 14% 
% of sample size- 14% 
o/. of sample size- 12% 
I,, of sample si:ze- 11~{. 
I• of sample size- 10% 
l3. Thinking/ Puzzling 
15. Know what's going on 
This procedure was carried out for combinations of three, 
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.Pour, five, six, seven and eight reasons for participating in 
an ac·tivity. Again., thfJ fr·equency of each of the possible 
combinations was noted and the top seven printed out. 
A \predominant pattern' of reasons was identified for 
each leisure activity. This was obtained in two stages. 
Firstly, the mean number of reasons cited by respondents 
interested' in the activity was obtained. (This .PiguTe was 
~sfined b~ del~ti~g_ the means of the top and bottom 5% dj 
responden·ts. This was carried out to minimize the effect of 
extren\e data. ) Secondly, the most frequently accuring 
combination of the mean number of reasons was identified as 
the \predominant pattern'. 
mean number of ticks made by 
two. 
In the example given above, the 
those people interested in 
Thus the predominant pattern 
13)Thinking/puzzling things associated with this activity is 
out, and 15)To let me know what's g<)ing Qn/help ma increase my 
knowledge and skills. 
Such an analysis has the disadvantage of ignoring less 
frequent but still important patterns that may often be 
characteristic of e particular subset of people. However, as 
the current study is oriented toward leisure guidance, it is 
considered that the maJor pattern is the most appropriate to 
extract. 
The significance of the predominant pattern was tested 
for by comparison with an upper frequency limit derived from a 
formula using \kJ the mean number of reasons ticked for that 
activity, and \n' the number of reasons that were marked by at 
least five per cent of the sample. Csee Appendix DJ 
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Combinations that occurred more frequently than this limit do 
so at a significantly higher level than chance. 
Once the predominant pattern that was most relevant to 
each leisure activity had been identiPied, and confirmed to· be 
occuring at a statistically significant level, the activities 
could be grouped by clustering those carried out for similar 
s·ets of reasons. • . Leci sure,,,.,.,H>ti vi ties. wi.t.h a., ma .. tc.h. o.f c1J; l.~apj; 
two common reasons-were-grouped,to9ether~, 
A similar procedure was also used tn group the reasons. 
In this case groupiMg was on the basis of similar sets of 
associated leisure activities. [See Appendix E for the 
results of this analysis] 
Principal components f:ac tt)T· analysis with vaTimax 
rotation was performed ~or both leisure activities and reasons 
for laisure in general. This allowed comparisons to be made 
with analysis based on combination frequencies, and also with 
the results from past studies. Leisure activities factor 
analysed were those that the respondents indicated they were 
interested in and had done. Responses to the "Leisur·e in 
general" section of the questionnaire were also factor 
analysed to obtain factors of reasons why, or needs, which are 
relevant to leisure. [See Appendix FJ. 
The correlation batween groups of leisure activities 
derived from the combination analysis and the factors of 
activities from the factor analysis was computed. Similarly, 
the correlation between groups of reasons derived from the 
combination analysis end the factors of reasons from the 
factor analysis was obtained. [See Appendix G for this latter 
cnrrelat1onJ 
The groupings of leisure activiti~s (from the combination 
analysis), were compared with a number of other variables to 
identify the correlates of the activities grouped in this 
m,:innE•r. 
Crosstabulation of the reasons why respondents engaged in 
leisure 1n general and their sex, marital st,-atus, age, 
education 







var·iablt?S which could be differentiated on this basis. 
Crosstabulation utilizing the Holland categories was also 
carried 1:i1J·b. lhe relationship of the Holland code of the 
respondent's occupation to the code of their favourite leisure 
activity was examined. This latter crosstabulation was 
carried out to examine if the leisure activity codes were the 
same as the work codes or different, i. e. ugeneralisationary 
or compensationary 11 (Bishop and Witt 1970) Similarly a further 
crosstabulation looked at the relationship of the Holland code 
second favourite activity to the code of the 
respondents most favoured leisure activity. This was 
performed to investigate if respondent's top two leisure 
activities were of a similar nature, or if they varied. Such 
T'Edationshipt:l would havc1 a bea·ring on l!Jhether satisfactions 
are gained from an overall activity package (Buchanan 1983). 
of reasons associated with each leisure activity. 
activities can then be grouped on the basis of similar 
A factor analysis of the leisure activities is also 
computed in order to compare these two approa~hes to iso1ating 
Further analyses looks at the correlates of these groups of 
leisure activities, and the correlates of the individual 
reasons listed in the questionnaire. 
Crosstabulations are performed to investigate the utility of 
}lolland's categories in examining the relationships between 
eparate life spheres such as work and leisure. FinalllJ.• the 
relationships which may exist over the activities in an 
individual's 'leisure package' are examined. 
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PESULJS 
is divided into 
This section presents the most frequently chosen 
leisure activities. Also listed are the most popular 
reasons for respondents' leisure in general, and the 
most popular reasons for their reported favourite 
,activities. 
This section describes the results 
analysis of leisure activities. Groups resulting from 
clustering on the basis of agreement of significant 
profiles are presented, followed by the factors 
derived from a factor analysis of the same data. 
Correlations of these groups with the factors derived 
from factor analysis is than given. 
rhis section presents the demographic variables 
which were significantly differentiated by the groups 
of leisure activities. 
This section first compares respondents' ratings 
of the importance of reasons for their leisure 
education/ \\Ut1li.Pic.ic1tions, occ:up2it:ion, HHH'ital stet;us, 
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satisfaction with occupation and favourite activity. 
Thr:ni the crosstabulations respondents' 
1~nd lei=-uT·e and 
between their favourite activities and their next 
This section reviews the aims af the study, and 
summarises the results of the analyses which were 
used. 
The respondents marked the leisure activities they were 
interested in (and had done), and the reasons that were 
important for their leisure in general. The fed. lowing 
identifiei~ the most fr-0H1.uerd;l101 chosP-n activities and reasons: 
( i) 
1.:1re: 
The top five leisure activities and their frequencies 
(a) Reading/listening to music (70%) 
{b) Hatching television (62. 4X,) 
(c) \AJatc:hing/lis-r;irning tel 11 in-depth 11 reports or 
documenJcaries cm radio or t1::levision (54. 8%) 
(d) Eiwimming., bo2d;ing (54. 4i~) 
(c'?) Dushu.1alldng, hiking, camping (48. 0%) (see 
Appendix H for the complete list oP 
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leisure activities). 
(~) R€!fa.!~on~ :fpr __ Engaqinqin,, L§•iStn'l? __ in~Jeneral 
top five reasons marked as impw,tQ11t to the 
respondents for their leisure activities in general, and their 
(a) Seeing the results of my efforts/having a 
~eeling of achievement C78. 3%) 
(b) Organising my own activities and being 
r£H,-pcrnsib1R Por making my own dt?t:::i.r,ions (70. 1%) 
(~) A change from daily routine (67. 0%) 
(d) Other category (66. 7%) 
Ce) Relaxing and taking it easy (66.6%) 
A further six reasons are indicated as being important by 
over 50% of respondents (sse Appendix I for the complete 
iist). 
( ~3 ) He a s on !(i ___ filT~J:;JJ.fii~JLl,JlfL.Jn._J:.!2.'Y.'.P u r i t e be i !:> u re Ar~ t i vi t lL 
Respondents also indicated their reasons for engaging in 
their one favourite leisure activity. The responses to this 
open-ended question were coded on the basis of the list of 
n.•asons ubliziiid in the quet,tionnaire. [See Appendix AiiiJ. 
The three most commonly given answers to this open-ended 
question are presented in terms of the overall first, second 
and third reason given. 
(a) Fir!;;t: Fielaxing and taking it easy C2i. 4%); For 
health reasons/to keep Ht <1.1. la,%); Seeing the results of 
m1,1 eff'ort:s/havin9 a feeling of achievement <11. 0%). 
(b) SE·r.nnd: Relaxing and taking it easy (14.4%); 
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Challenge and/or excitement (12. 7%)1 Seeing the results 
of my efforts/having a feeling of achievement (11. 0%). 
(c) Third: Getting to know new people/making close 
Prienclships ( 22. C)%) i Geeing my 
efforts/Hs,1ving a feeling of achi1:.1vement {14. 3%)i To give 
me privaq,/a chance to b<~ alone (U .. 4%). 
{4) fieason for Fngaginq in Second Favou1-ite Leisu:re Activity 
(a) First reason given: relaxing and taking it easy 
(~21. 3%); for· health reE-lsons/·to keep fit ,; 13. i%), getting 
·b:i know net!l people/making close friendships (iO. 0%). 
The combint3tion analysis identified the 
predomini::int pa·l;tern of' reastm!:> associated u.iith each of' the 
leisure activities. 1·able 3 presents the activities grouped 
on the basis of those predominant patterns. Spec i ·Pica 11 y, 
activities associated with patterns which have at least two 
elements in common have been grouped together. Not all of the 
leisure activities are included in the table. Those activities 
presented here were selected on the basis of three criteria: 
1) that the activity was chosen by at least 20% of the total 
sample. 
2) that the predominant pattern of reasons was chosen by at 
least 20% of the people interested in that leisure activity. 
3) and that the predominant pattern was 
signif:ic:,:imt. 
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The groups of activities are presented separately, showing 
the predominant profile of reasons associated with each 
leisure activity. The reasons these activities have in common 
are listed at the top of the group. The other reasons in the 
profiles can be referred ta at the foot of the table. 
The accompanying labels have bean chosen after observation 
of the characteristics of the activities in each group, and 
after consideration of the associated reasons that these 
activities have in common. 
T?~BLE :::.1 .. 
(GOCIAL) 
Common Reasons a) To Relax 
;;i~3. Hotels and socializing 
i 7. Events IJJith f'riendt; 
22. Visi·ting i;alleries, concerts 
13, Collecting/cataloguing 
LACOMB ;;;:'. •'. GAMES) 
Common Reasons a)11. Challenge 
2<)~ M1::1k in!;J things using patterns 
1 ~,' Playing games of El kJ. 11 
14, Playing team sports 
'7.d c ... ,. Playing games of chi:ilnce 
:i.6. Doing handcr,af'1;s 















4 r,:· ;:; 
b)14. Use+ develop skills! 
13 14 18 
i ,, - ""' 13 14 18 
iO u 12 14 11.:i 
11 j'"' • C. 13 14 
3 11 14 H1 
Common Reasons a)3. To Relax 
27 Reading/listening to music 
30. Nothing in particular 
[;,16. 1,Jatch:rng television 
( SPOfHS) 
Ca mm on F~ !iJ a tH:<n s a ) :l L Ch a 11 en g e 
~29. So 1 o t,p ort!", 












b)16. Health/To Keep Fit 
16 
10 1l 12 14 
Common Reasons a)13. Think/Puzzle b)15. Know whats going onl 
12. Follow politics in media 13 :15 
:i5 
LIST OF REABIJNS t.JHY. 
1 ORGANIZE OWN ACTIVITIES 
2 FEEL PERSONAL DEVEL. 
5 RELIEVE FRUSTRATION 
6 ENJOY FAMILY LIFE 
7 CHANGE FROM ROUTINE 
8 FILL IN THE TIME 
9 GET TO KNOW OTHERS 
10 COOPERATING WITH OTHERS 
11 CHALLENGE/ CITEMENT 
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12 COMPETITION 
13 THINIUNG-PUZZLING THINC~S OUT 
14 USE+ DEVEL. DIFF. SKILLS 
15 INCREASE KN0WLEDGE,KN0W WHATS 
16 HEALTH AND EXERCISE,KEEP FIT 
17 GAIN RESPECT OF OTHERS 
18 SEE THE RESULTS OF MY EFFORTS 
19 ORGANIZE TEAMS 
20 INFLUENCE OTHERS WELL-BEING 
21 OTHER REASONS 
The groups of leisure activities can be seen to have 
relatively distinctive sets of common reasons. 
is some overlap among these groups, for example, LACOMB 1 and 
group of activities 1n LACOMB 1 suggest relaxation in a social 
setting, for example, 'Hotels and socializing' and 'Events 
with friends', whereas the activities in LACOMB 3 suggest 
relaxation in a more private for ex amp 1 e, 
\Reading/listening to music'. These two groups have therefore 
The only 
activity which appears ill-placed here is ··ccJllecting/ 
cataloguing' which is in the social group whereas it would 
seem to be more apt to be in the solitary group. 
in the £',econd gr·rwp LACOMB 
performed for the common reasons of \Challenge' and to 'Use 
and develop different skills'. It would appear that a wide 
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games,o.P 
both chance and skill, sports, crafts and practical pu1~suits 
included in ·this group. Other prominent reasons in 
the associated profiles include 'Competition' and 'To see the 
group of activities to describe the type of activities which 
test and challenge people in an enJoyable way. The structure 
of most games allows participation and the possibility of 
i mp·rovemen t 
fai11Jre. 
an over-riding burden of potential 
\Sports' was easily chosen as a label for the two 
activities in LACOMB 4. These two activities, 'solo sports' 
'Challenge' and 'To keep fit'. 'Team sports' has a number of 
reasons in its profile which are not repeated in the profile 
accompanying \solo sports', but which are obviously still an 
integral facet of participation in this The 
inclusion of 'team sports' in the games group of activities 
would appear ta cater for this aspect. 
LACOMB 5 contains activities which are engaged in for the 
common reasons of 'Thinking/puzzling things out' and to 
'Increase knowledge/know whats going on'. These activities 
appear to be engaged in for reasons of curiosity and the 
desire to learn more, and have been labelled accordingly as 
\Lear·ning 1 • 
Table 4 presents the principal components analysis of the 




















PT· inc ~- p;, l _ Como on on t s /\ n ,-, 1 tt.S. i "'· : __ D 1' ·l; h e L 1, :l ~; u l' i, 
c\cti.vit_le•; Indic;:ited B.!L.£d; L1?,1st ~~0/'.. oi' th_e __ :c."iam111o. 
( NF 1\CTOFH;<'); __ J l' l)lll_f~ ig )?Tl __ Vrl l u (? s _>1._ 0)_._ 
FACTOR 1 FACTOR 2 FACTOR 3 FACTOR 4 FACTOR 5 
( Li: a r n i n g ) ( 8 or: i a l ) ( 1-\ rt s ) (Practic~l) (Skill) 
Sl,,!IMMING 0. 59036-J:· 0. 1771f7 -0. 03977 -0. 2i.1067 -0. 008B1 
!1EP1'\IR ING -0. 0°i90/:, 0. 27~~98 0. 1'.3S09 0. 417ti3·* 0. 08893 
PU\Y/SING 0. 628b4·i, ·-0. 15060 0. 00 11-14 ·-0. ::)7921 ~- -0. 01939 
PLN·iNIJ'IG PAF<TIES -0. 007J7 0. 60:c!'i4?, 0. 2tH41 0. 09;t99 -0. 00848 
PGL IT1c:;-11C-:DIA 0. 73304* ·--0. 1 JL=J33 -sO. 08315 0. 07825 -0. Obi::39 
COLLECTING -0. O.lll5;~ 0. 1 ~:705 0. 25931 0. 1 ~5262 0. :3780:3* 
TE,\li sPr:1rns -0. 129()9 0. 40853rc 0. 18915 0. or+7;;:;4 0. t 3 J.07 
(J1\i•·1e:~; OF Sl, ILL -0. 0;12~1:s 0. 29~2 5:3 0. .l8i[3'.i 0. 1 iB;-.w 0. 8'.3848* 
HMIDCRAFTS -0. l (5300 0. 07695 0. 63951lil- -c-0. 096(:,0 0. 14862 
EVENTS - F-T{I END'."-3 -0. Oh081 0. 6L8D2•i.;. 0. 11.,794 0. 07018 6. toB'.33 
USlJ\10 PATTC::HNS 0. l>57[;J8* -0. 18248 ·-0. 04062 -0. 35.l .l5:i- 0. 0162.t 
rn--DEPTH HEPORTS 0. 6BFi8* -0. 1 i 0 11::2 0. 00(:)5:3 0. 1 fil,0::.2 -0. 13478 
~/H:1IT AHT, PLAYS 0. 006911 0. :n 171 0. 60739·)~ 0. 25456 0. 11077 
HOTELS-SOCIALIZE -0. 0875;;,~ 0. 6t1D,07-!i· -0. 10502 0. 40335* 0. 09056 
0P>f•1ES OF CHANCE -0. 03644 0. 49394-r.• -0. 01594 0. 26867 0. 21155 
l~?\TCH T. V. 0. 68 1•'f8!l- 0. 13878 -0. 17448 0. 05767 0. 0171B 
RE,.\D I i\lG-MUS IC 0. 66:3:::2/-1<· -0. 02939 0. 16157 -0. 01198 0. 13l196 
FISHII\IG --0. 05570 0. 19135 0. oc,;20,t, 0. ,~:]2321\~ 0. 11:;.15:3 
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;,?9·-• SOLO SPOHTD ·-0. 08:347 0. 458-?tJ* 0. 31:-3948•1} 0. :l52:::l5 0. 17:;~72 
30- MUCKING ABOUT 0. {.J2780•1} •··•O. 2595::i -·O. 22456 --0. 18401 •»•0. 08208 
NOTE. 
n 632f"/'7*' -·0. 'i FJ /i ;~Jrj _['\ 29904 .r, -1 r, -1 r, 1 -·O. 06769 H, .1. W"'"('b)t,,..I "'\./, ~\...,, J.V.!.70 
*=Loadings greater than 0. 3500. 
The top two loadings on Factor 1 are 'Following politics in 
the media' and 'Watching/listening to in-depth reports in the 
mtHiia,.. These suggested a learning factor. This label is 
supported by other highly loading activities, although perhaps 
in a different sense. These other activities are 'Watching 
t e 1 ev :i. rrd an ' , 'Reading/listening to music' and \Making things 
using patterns-'. Activities having a less clear relationship 
with those already mentioned, albeit still loading greater 
than 0. 3500 on this factor, are 'Driving for pleasure', 
an instrument/singing', \Mucking about-' and 
'Swimm:i. ng '. 
Factor 2 loads most highly with 'Events with friends'1 
\Hotels and Socializing' and \Planning parties' and is thus 
labelled Social. Also loading on this factor is 'Team sports', 
'Games of chance' and 'Solo sports'. This latter activity, 
whilst appearing out of place in a social factor, may often 
have a social element to it. 
most highly on Factor· 3, ti.Jhic:h is ·the·refore le1belled ,..'.lirts. A 
further activity of 'Bushwalking' could be described as having 
an aesthetic component, whereas the relationship of 'Solo 
sports' to the Arts factor is less clear. 
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Factor 4 1s the most difficult group of activities to 
label, 11dth none of ·H11:;~ loadings extending bet1ond 0. 4500. 
'Repairing things' and 'Bushwalking' feature in 
this factor suggesting a Practical component, however, 'Hotels 
and socializing ' does not appear to support this label. Two 
negative loadings on this factor are 'Playing a musical 
instrument' and 'Making things using patterns', 
activity also does not support the assigned label. 
·the latte1· 
Fin,:1111.:1, the maJor loading on the fifth factor, labelled 
Ski1L is '(hime::; of sk:i.11 1 . The only other loading on this 
over 0. ~3500, is \Collecting/ cataloguing I which also 
involves some measure of skill. 
Table 5 presents the correlation of the leisure activities 
grouped by the above two methods. That 1 s, the gr·oups of 
leisure activities, LACOMB 1 to LACOMB 5, grouped on the basis 
of common elements in the predominant profiles associated with 
each of the activities correlated with the factors of leisure 
activities, LAFAC 1 to LAFAC 5, which are comprised of those 












··O. :;:23•.;>3 0. B068 0. 661 i 0. 4766 0. 6063 
{Pcc-::0. 000) (p"',o. 000) (p::-.::O. 000) (P=O. 000) (P=O. 000) 
0. :l.261 0. ;:J6l16 0. 5:368 0. 1287 0. 5699 
ffl=O. 023 < P=o. ooo) < P""'o. ooo > < P=o. o;;n) OJ""o. ooo > 
LACOMB3 0. 8217 -•o. 1205 -o. 1 ::me 
(P=O. m?9) (P=:::0. 014) 
LACOMB4 -0.2488 0. 7955 0. 6712 0. 3864 0. 3853 
{Sports) (p"',o. 000) (P"",o. 000) <P=O. 000) (P;;:;•0. 000) <P=O. 000) 
LACOMB5 0. 8007 -0. H101 -·O. 1918 -0. ~":1255 ·-·O. 1109 
(Learning) n:1°,,0. 000) <P,::::O. 002) (P::::.:O. 001) (P:=.O. 000) (P=O. 040) 
No ·t e . ., -· ·· ·~· ., •- n o s i g n i .P i c: an ·l, c or r c1 l m t i on . 
The maJority of the correlations between these two 
groupings of leisure activities are highly significant. Those 
groups of activities which were headed with the same labels 
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show high correlations, namely, LACOMB 1 (Social) with LAFAC 2 
(BociiBl): (0. 80,$8), and LACOMB 5 <Learning) with LAFAC i 
The grouped activities labelled 
Solitary(LACOMB 3) also correlated highly with this latter 
f:ac:tor LAFAC !(Learning): (0. 13217). LAFAC 1 c1:mtains t.:urn of the 
leisure activities which are also in the Solitary group of 
activities , i.e. -.Reading/listening to music I and \Watching 
television 1 • 
The Social, Games and Sports groups of activities, LACOMB 
L 2 and 4 r01sjHH::·\;ively1 exhibit HH?.dium to high correlations 
aver more than one of the leisure activity factors. As 
mentioned the Social group correlates highly with the Social 
factor, however it also correlates with the Arts factor (LAFAC 
;::;).. ancl th(ci £31d.11 ·Pacto'f' a . .o,FAC 5). The activi't;y uihich is 
common to the Social group and the Arts factor is \Visiting 
art galleries and concerts', while 'Collecting/cataloguing' is 
common to the Social group and the Skill factor. 
Activities in the Games group of leisure activities are 
matched by activities in three factors; Social<LAFAC 2)1 
Arts(L..6;F/1C ~3) and SkilJ.(L.AFAC 5). That is, \Team spo·rts' and 
\ Games of c:hanct'?' in LP,FAC 2; 'Handcrafts' in LAFAC 3; and 
FinalltJ, all the activities in the Sports group are also 
found in ·th e Soc i a 1 .Pac tor ( L.11F AC ~:;?) , i . e. 'Team sports' and 
-.Solo sports'. 'Solo sports' is also found in the Arts 
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This section considers the relationships of the groups of 
leisLrre , ( L.A(;OMB 1 to LACOMB with the 
demographic variables. 
The breakdown procedure was utilized to ascertain how the 
demographic variables were differentiated by the groups of 
leisure activities. This analysis identifies the means for 
each subset, thus indica'l:ing the dir·ection of the difference. 
A one way analysis of variance is performed to test if the 
means subset~. within each of the variables are 
significantly differentiated, and reports the F-ratios and 
accompanying level of significance. 
Table 6 lists the activities that comprise each of the 
leisure activity groupings used in this analysis. 
LACOMB 1 (SOCIAL) LACOMB 2 (GAMES) 
Collecting/cataloguing Playing team sports 
Events with friends Games of skill 
Art galleries/concerts Handcrafts 
Hotels and socializing Use plans/patterns 
Games or chance 




Nothing in particular 
Tables 7a, 
br'eakdown 
LACOMB 4 (SPORTS) 
Play h:)am !;;po-r·ts 
Solo sports 
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LACOMB 5 (LEARNING) 
Follow politics-media 
In-depth reports-media 
and 7c present the results of the 
The subset(s) within each variable 
indicating significantly more interest and participation in 
the activities in the leisure activity groupings are reported. 
The F-ratio, indicating the extent of the difference, is also 
given. All the results that are reported below are 
significant to the 0. 01 level, ·that is, P(O. 05). These tables 
may also be read across the page to identify the demographic 
correlates of participation in each of the leisure activity 
groupings. 
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T;Jb l P. __ 7_.3._ 
Dr1?c1kdown nf (;roupJ:Of Le:i.~stJT'E.' __ /\ctivi+:ies 






( L1-\COMB 2) 
Solitary 










41-50: (F=l3. S2) 
31-40, 21·-30 
5J.-6o: 0~=12. 17> 
21--30, 31-40 
4.1.-50: (F:-c,15. 35) 





Signi·P:tr.ant sex differrmcos are found on throe o·P the 
leisure activity groupings. Males indicate the social and 
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sports groups of activities more often than females. Females, 
hou.1ever., report learning activities more frequently than do 
mo 1 es. 
Age effects are noted on all the leisure activity 
groupings. 
categories indicated the social and sports activities most 
frequently. People in the 21-30 and 31-40 categories also 
indicated the games activities more often than the other age 
ranges. F<espondents in l:: he 51. --60 eige grcrnp report the 
sblitary and learning activitif.:s most Prequently. 
Four significant marital status differences are noted. 
Single respondents indicate the social and sports groups of 
activities most frequently. Married people report interest 
and participation in the solitary and learning groups of 
activities mare often than do single respondents. 
L:21!..l a 7 h . 
DreD!:dot:.tn_of _Orr>uo_~; _nf'_ 1..oi!,UT'C __ j,ctivi l;i.f!!,. 













( LACDr-iB 3) 
( LACOl1B ,1) 
Lnarning 
( L1'\C0t113 5) 
Tertiary,Trade C. 
U. E. <F=2i. 01) 
U. E., TwrtiartJ 
HitJh Sr:. (Fsce2. 2iS) 
School C., Tr.::de C. 
High Sc. (F""9. 8~!) 
Tertiary,Trade C. 




SigniPicant diFferences are 
Trade,Clerical Dissatisfied 
CF=7.39) CF=5. 86) 
Service,Clerical Dissatisfied 
Tr~de(F=4. 53) (F=4. 47) 
Profession;:il Satisfied 
Trade(F==3.-09) (F:c::5. 37) 
Trade,Service,Co- Dissatisfied 
mme·rcial(F=-=5. 35) (F=7. 45) 
Prof:cssional Satidi eel 
(F==11.10) 
Pound for 
varial.>lr:is, qua 1 if: i r. ;:d; ions, or.cupc:ition and 
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satisfaction with occupation, on all the leisure activity 
[troupings. 
U.E. qualifications indicate a greater preference for 
school qualifications also indicate the activities in the 
games group more often than those holding other qualifications 
do. Tertiary and school certificate qualified respondents 
indicate ·the 1 ear·n i ng activities most often. Sol i tar·y 
activities are preferred more often by respondents holding 
school or· high school 
qualifications. 
The clearest differentiation on the basis of occupation is 
that professional people report the learning activities more 
often than the other occupational groups. Respondents in trade 
occupations are identified as having interest and relatively 
frequent participation in all of the other leisure activity 
g·r·oup i ng s. They ere Joined by professional people in the 
solitary activities, clerical people in social activities, 
service and clerical people in games activities and service 
and commercial respondents in sports activities. 
Satisfaction with occupation is seen as being associated 
with a preference for solitary and learning activities. 
However1 those respondents who were not satisfied with their 
occupation report social, games and sports activities more 
frequently than do respondents who are satisfied with their 
oc:c:upat:ion. 
Leisure 
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Demographic D~ta 
Holland Codes Retirement Guiz N. Z. Cli:issif:ication 
_____ ._ _____ .. _____________________ _ 
Enterprising 
Artistic (F,=9. '.~0) 
1.';rtistic, Social 
Enterp1'ising 
( F=;?. 80 i 
Social,Practical 
Cre~tivo(F=12.49) 
SocicJl (F""4. H-1) 
InvestigcJtive Intellectual) 
(F=i::C'!. 06) (F"'l5. 71) 
SocicJl,Realistic Outdoor-Active 











ic, Small groups 
Casual, Learning 
(F=9. 99} 
i.n Df th(;• 
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EnJOij familu life. 




Age Marital Status 
------·-----~--
Decreases in import. 
ovc.;r clgr>(Chi=21. l}O) 
Low for (30's and 
41-50's.High for 
otht?rs(Chi<39. 58) 
aye (Chi 0°31. 14) 
Marr:i ed 
(Chi:o.~2;"2. 65) 






See results of 
F t~rna 1 es 
FP-males 
(Chi '°'6. OEJ·!t-) 
Males 
(Chi ::=:8. ;:26-H·) 
Decrease,, uJith 
age(Chi:c;:3~•. 58) 
Decreast• s tui th 
Incrc-ases with 
Hi g h ::i 1 ·-30, 51-60 
and · }70. Low E,t 






( Cl·, i:ca8. 72) 
-----------------------------·-· ··---·- -----------~--------
Females rate thrue reas;ons as more important than mules 
did. ThnsE• arr? 'Ci,tting to kno1.tJ lif!W people', 'cooperating t,Jith 
othin's', and ·•feelinfl positive personul dnvelopment'. Males 
find to be 'involved in competition' more important than 
females. 
'To help me enJoy family life' was rated as important by 
·r1:•spondcrnts in ·l;he 3:l--'l0 i'lfJ2 range, and by people over 50. 
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Other results show more of a graduated scale of importance. 
That is, the importance of 'Challenge and/or excitement', 'To 
be involvad in competition' and \Relaxing and taking it easy' 
decrease as age increases. Secondly, the indicated importance 
of 'Filling in time' and 'Thinking/puzzling things out' 
increases with age. 
Three significant effects are noted for the marital status 
variable. Single people report 'Challenge and/or excitement' 
as more important than married respondents do. Married people 
attribute greater importance to 'Help me enJoy family life' 




EnJoy family life. 
Cooperate lui th 
o ·th P. rs. 
Bein!) in a 
posi'cion where 




T,ib 1 r;> Ob_._, 
C ,, or, s t ,3 I:, .u l ,:it i. .on s .. o f _ [ I_m p n T' t ,1 n c r1 o P ]_ 
Reasons For Loisu~~_Activitie~ 
~Hth Erlur.a{.:i_on, __ Or.c_1Jp::1l;_·i_on_ Anti 
o c c _1.u~:i t i o n n 1 _ s ,:i t i s f' ,1 ct :l QI•~-
Demographic Data 
r::oucation Occupation Dccup;1 ~ional 
Satisfi:-iction 
Not import. for 
(Ch i -1 :'>. 97 ) 







f:or Clerical. (Chi,c:21. 07) 
~lot import. for 
D i s s a ·l;i s f i e d I s 
---~·-~··--·--------
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Only one reason differentiates among each of the 
education/qualifications and occupation variables. These are 
'Being in a position where I can influence the lives or 
well-being of others', which increases in importance the 
~higher' the education code, and 'Cooperating with others' 
which is rated as highly important by respondents in the 
Production category, but as being of low importance by 
respondents in the Clerical category. 
Three of the reasons are marked as not important by people 
who are dissatisfied with their occupation. These three 
reasons are; 'Cooperating with others', \To help me enJoy 
family life' and Being in a position where I can influence the 
lives or well-being of others'. 
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T,1ble_Flr.._ 
Lr::i,sury r\cti\-'i ti_C?$ ~.J.i. !;h Favnur.it0 Lt!isu-r•.r:· /tr.tivj ttJ;_ 
Hn 11_<.ni_d, He_l;). r_c,meni; _g u i z, _r,J,:1,,_ i'r~,'l 1 and Cl,,,,; s i. {':i. r._,7_-t,i on. 
Leisure Activity 
(1rnup s 















Not im!)nrt. for 
/,rtistic or· 
lnvesti£Jative 
( Ch jy4h'. 09) 





I mp or t. f o·r 
Outdoor 
(Chioc:,17. 67) 




Smal 1 g,•oup/ 
Individual. 










-----... -~-----·------~-----------~~~-----·•--·-· ..... ~---·--------- ------·------
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Three reasons differentiate the subsets of these three 
\1·0 be involved in competition' is indicated 
as being important for the people whom have their favourite 
ac:tivitlJ coded as Small group/ individual sporting (N. Z. 
Classification) or Outdoor (Retirement Quiz), and as not 
important for those people whose favourite activity is coded 
as Artistic or Investigative (Holland). 
'For health reasons/to keep fit' is an important reason for 
the leisure activities of people whose favourite activity is 
coded as Outdoor (Retirement Quiz), Team sports or Small 
group/individual activitiet-i <N. Z. classification) but is not 
important for Artistic respondents (Holland). 
Finall1J.• 'Challenge and/or excitement' is seen as most 
important for Small tiroup/individual cictivities ( N. :Z. 
Classification) and Outdoor activities (Retirement Guiz)1 but 
not so important for respondents whose favourite leisure 
activity is coded as Investigative (Holland). 
Cr DS!,d;ab u 1 at ion carried out between the 
respondents' occupation and their favourite leisure activity. 
The table below illustrates the percentage of people in each 
occupational category that chose an activity in each of the 
Holland categories as their favourite leisure activity. 
OCCUPATIOi'I 
Tnbl1e_9. __ 
Cr O c; St cl h U lic1 t i_o n il P ,,Jl_Qn rJ C?rl"l; '> 1 ·--• r:_..1.:.~1.p_..-d;L~lJ). 
By F,1vo U.J' _i.~t?_ Le_i. !, ur.n _Act i vj_,J; ll,_ 
FAVOURITE LEISURE ACTIVITY 
---~- ---------·-----------·--·-··--··---






REALISTIC 65. 0% 20. 0% 0. 0?, 0.0% 15. 0% 
I t--JVEST I G/\T I VE 71. 4% :::!8. 61/. 0. O~I. 0. 0% 0. 0% 
,6,RTISTJC 60. 01/. 0. 0% LJO. 01/. 0. 01/. 0. 0'i. 
SOC Ir\L 21. 7% 34. 8% ;20. 31/. 6. 5% 8. 71/. 
0. 3% 85. 1.% 0. 0% 1. 7% :::i. 0% 
34. 2~( 4::2. 1% 5. 3% 13. 21/. 5. 3% 
(CHI SQUARE= 130. 52533 WITH 20 DEGREES OF FREEDOM SIGNIFICANCE= 
0.0000) 
Apart from people in Realistic occupations, who favour 
R<?alistic lclisure activities, respondents appec1r to favour 
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leisure activities which are of a different Holland code to 
that cf their occupation. 
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The following table shows thu percentage that e • ch oP tho 
Holland cal;o~Jof'ies \JH?r-r:· r.hosen ~ii; the nox-l; f,3vourite activH:y 
for poople divided into Holland groups on the basis oP their 
first choice of leisure activity. · 
Tab 1 o :W. 
Cr..Q_.c:;_2 tah•Jl.1tion Fioi;_('nndents' FiJvouritP. LeistJrr• Ar.tivit11 
B~1_J;hei_r l'-k•xt Favouritr~ I oisur.f. Ai:·tivitq. __ 
NEXT FAVOURITE LEISURE ACTIVITY 
---------·-------------
F/NDURITE lREALISTIC INVESTIG ARTISTIC SOCIAL ENTERF'fil COi\JVEN 
srnG TIDN1\L LEISURE ACTIVITYl ATXVE 
----------------1----------------------------------------------------l 
RU-1!.ISTIC 4'1. 2% 25. 0% 9. (J/. 5. 81/. 9. b% 5. 81/. 
I rNESl 1 G1'i TI <)E 80. 1% 3. 5% 6. 4% 2. 8% 4. 3% 2. 8% 
AFHH3TIC 29. 41/. ~29. 41/. 23. 51/. 5. 91/. 11.8% 0. 0% 
SOCIAL 20. 01/. ,30. 01/, 10. 0% 10. 01/. 10. 0% 20. 0% 
Ei•HE:HPH ISING 33. 31/. /J. 7% 0. Oo/. 13. 3½ 13. 3% 




variable was recoded as a missing value due to very low 
numbers of respondents in that category. 
Again., nu clear piid;terns em{,'rge, hou.1ev1:H' i-1:; appeaT's that 
respondents next preferred leisure activity is of a different 
Holland code to that of their favourite activity. 
4. 5 Summ,:H' q 
Frequency tables identified the leisure activities which 
were indica·ted b ~l the rtispondents most often, 
(Reading/listi~ning ·bo music 70i:.; i~ia·bching tv. ,'::12. 4%), as well 
as the reasons for leisure in general (See the results of my 
efforts 78. 3%; Organizm mt.J oum ac;tivities., 70. 1%). The maJor 
reasons reported for engaging in their first and second 
favourite activities were also listed. 
The combination frequency i:ina l y s-, is isolated a predominant 
pattern of: reasons for each leisure activity. The activities 
were then able to be g·rouped on ·this basis. These groupings 
were compared with a factor analysis of the same data. This 
resulted in a number of high correlations which suggests 
similar dimensions were measured. 
A breakdown analysis identified the demographic variables 
which were significantly differentiated by the leisuT'e 
activities grouped in this way. These results were reported 
in tabulaT' for·m~ which1 b~J reading ,:1cross the table, a 11011,ed 
the identification of demographic profiles associated with the 
leisu·re activi"l:;y groups, F<,·r exrmmple1 males, single people and 
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the younger age grnups all indicated the activities in the 
social group significantly more often than their counterparts. 
The crosstabulation identified the demographic variables 
which were differentiated by the reasons for engaging in 
leisu·r·e. ,£:,gain., some profiles .::•mt:rr-ged across the tr::1bles. FoT' 
!il x amp 1 e, married respondents indicated 'Thinking/puzzling 
things out' as being more important than the singles did. The 
importance of this reason for engaging in leisure activities 
was also seen to be increasing with age. 
Further crosstabulations used the Holland categories; 
Real is-tic, lnves·tigative., Artistic, Social, Enterprising and 
C onven-c i ona 1, to examine the ·relat:ionship between 
respondents occupation and most preferred leisure activity. 
The relationship between the Holland code of the first and 
second preferred activities was studied. Respondents appeared 
to favour leisure activities which were of a different Holland 
code to that of their occupation. A difference in the Holland 




l PJ SCUS:3 I ON 
There are four sections to this chapter. The .P:i.rs·t .. maJor, 
the limitations of the study. Recommendations are then made in 
the light of the original aims and the results of this study. A 
brief summary of the discussion concludes the chapter. 
Reports of the most frequently chosen leisure activities, 
this Ch·Pil:.-tchur<.;h samp l eh passive 
entertaining pursuits and gathering information from the media 
are the most popular, closely followed by the accessible outdoor 
activities of Swimming/boating and Bushwalking/hiking and 
C£Htlping. The top two reasons given for engaging in leisure point 
toward the important functions that leisure pursuits can fulfill 
for people, namely 'Seeing the results of my efforts/having a 
feeling of achievement' and 'Organizing my own activities and 
being responsible Par my own decisions'. The high importance 
attributed to these two reasons could stem from the next most 
important reason for engaging in leisure which is 'Change from 
d,Ed.11,J routine'. The nex·c most frequently chosen r·eason was found 
to be the 'Other' category suggesting that some important reasons 
may have been ommitted in the list used in the present study. The 
fifth highest reported reason for leisure activities is 'To relax 
and take 1t easy'. This perhaps reflects the importance of the 
need tti unwind from the pressures of daily living and to spend 
some time at ease. 
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The activities which were rated most highly overall, can 
also be compared with the reasons that respondents gave for their 
favourite activity. The latter contain some reasons which did not 
feature in the overall equency list of reasons, for example 
\for health/to keep fit' and 1 tu meet new people'. These reasons 
which were associated with the respondent's favourite leisure 
activity may reflect more realistic subsets of people than the 
highest reported reasons in general do. The three reasons 
mentioned as being associated with the first reported activities 
include \relaxing/taking it easy', \for health/to keep fit' and 
yet they are all reported as the maJor reason for respondent's 
favourite activity. Perhaps these reflect the maJor motivations 
people. Comparisons of these subsets can 
also be made with the reasons associated with the next preferred 
leisure activity. llowevf.n' ·the numbers nf people who indicated 
second or third reasons for their second favourite activity 
dropped sharply in this study. 
The analysis using the pattern oP response made by each 
respondent readily resulted in clear predominant patterns of 
u.11.th most of the leisure activities. 
Unfortunately not all of the activities could be classified due 
to their failing to meet one of three criteria that were imposed 
to increase the validity of the results. These were that at 
least 20% of the sample had engaged in the activity and were 
interested in it, that at least 20% of those people interested in 
that activity had chosen the predominant pattern, 
Tl 
predominant pattern was statistically significant. 
The id~ntificatian of a predominant pattern enabled the 
formation of five distinctive groups of leisure activities on the 
basis of the reasons why they ware engaged in. 
labelled Social ,Games ,Solitary, Sports and Learning on the 
basis of the leisure activities they contained and the common 
reasons on which they were grouped. These five groupings showed 
considerable agreement with the five factors that resulted from a 
f:act:or an,,:;lysis of ·the s.ame di:.'i't';,3. Sod.al (LACOMB i) correlated 
0. 8068 with the Social factor <LAFAC 2), and Learning (LACOMB 5) 
correlated 0. 8007 with the learning factor (LAFAC 1).However, the 
activities in the Social group also correlated with the Arts 
f'2-ic tor ( 0. b611) ,, and ·th0! bk ill f'ac:·to-r• (0. 6063). 
factor, Skill, includes games of skill which could be seen as e 
social activity, but there are no obviously socially oriented 
activities in the Arts factor. Gemes (LACOMB 2), which includes 
team sports and handcrafts, appeared to be split over the Social 
factor (LAFAC 2), 0. 5666, Arts <LAFAC 1), 0. 5699 and Skill(LAFAC 
5), 0. 5'.36El. The grouped activities labelled Solitary (LACOMB 3) 
correlated clearly, mainly with the activities in the factor 
labelled Learning, (). f3~2 i '/ ,\ as did the activities grouped in 
Lr.;COME 5•Lf,i::1Tn i ng { 0. 8007). Tln:1s8 two LACOMB g·roups, Solitary 
had similar correlations over the rest of the 
leisure activity factors, suggesting considerable similarity. 
However·, observation of the Solitary and Learning groups of 
activities show them ta be carried out for distinct groups of 
The Sports 
o. 7955, with the Social 
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and also with the Arts Pactor 0. 6712, which 
included solo sports. 
In comparing results among various studies it is inevitable 
that differences will arise due to varying samples, procedures 
past research appear to be replicated here. Activities found in 
the Social group are also found in Allen's (1980) social 
:i.nh:•T-action f'aictoT encl .,,Jih· .. Min Vu's 0980) Fac·tm .. s 1 and 5. The 
Games ~n· oup 1s comprised of activities found in Allen's (1982) 
Hobb y-·Domf;•sti c 1 Lon cl on et ( :!.9T7) 
factor and both oP the Crafts and 
Mechanics factors in McKechnie's (1974) study. The activities in 
the So.tit.Try grc;up paral110l -Jih--Min Yu 1 s. (1980) FiBctor ;;:~, ,and 
Witt's (1971) aesthetic-sophisticate group of leisure activities. 
The Sports group of leisure activities reflect those in the 
spo~ts fQctors of Allen (1982) Howard ( 19t.;i6) ·' London et al 
(1977), Mf:i,\ec:hnirJ U974)(nei9hbourhood sports), and Wit·t (1971). 
Th€· i_e,n·ning fF'!HJp ref:lE,ct Mc:Kechnie's <:!.974) Intellec-tual factor 
Gnd some of Allen's (1982) Cultural-Intellectual activities. 
Tlir2 clO!:dH'l-t approximation of t;he p·r-esent results to those 
from past studies appears to be to the factors found by Allen 
(1982) He found nine factors but the first four accounted for 
the maJority of the variance. A large range of leisure 
activities (51 items) was used and the analysis utilized interest 
r~tin9s. Thus both studies hav,:, analysed a wide variety of 
activities on the basis of respondents 1 expressed interest. The 
,d:ud~l ,s,heds, further light on why these groupings 
result~d, by identifying the common reasons for interest in each 
group of leisure activities. 
which the classification of the activities was derived. The 
combination of raw data with the arithmetic power of a computer 
has enabled st,;;d;:istica111.,J signific:.:;int T·esultf; to be obtained .Prom 
the data without the data having to be reduced, or· possibly 
transformed to a manageable size by the use of traditional 
statistical methods or formulae. 
Activities grouped together on the basis of their being 
performed for si1nilar reasons also have a greater chance of being 
substitutable for each other than say, the activities within a 
factor resulting from an analysis of data based on participation 
lack of reported correlates of groups of 
leisure activities in the literature. This study however has 
identified a number of important relationships. 
Malas indicated greater interest 1n the activities in the 
Social and Sports groups more often than did females, while 
femal f1s indicated a significantly greater interest in the 
Learning activities. These differences may be reflecting the 
active and passive roles that are traditionally assigned to males 
and females respectively. Single people indicated the Social and 
Sports activities more often, whilst married people preferred 
Solitary and Learning activities. These preferences could well be 
eiplained by the amount of discretionary time available to each 
of these groups. Another interpretation of this result is that 
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married people are more likely to already exist in a social 
setting, whereas single people may have to seek this out. 
Gt:::1111ic.•::,., Social and Sports activities were generally indicated 
more often by the younger age groups of 21-30, 31-40 and 41-50 
Solitary and learning activities were preferred by those 
people in the 51-60 age range. 
Reading across the breakdown table led to the emergence of 
profiles r, OT' demographic variables associated with the leisure 
age categories indicated the Social activities significantly more 
often than the uther groups. This particular pattern of singles, 
males and younger ages, is also associated Spo-r·ts. 
Marrieds, females and the 51-60 age group indicated the Learning 




but few clear 
interpretabl8 patterns were apparent. f:hmi 1arlt.J, 
T' fi! l a {; i n g oc cup 2,t; i cnhri l variour, 
interpretations, with the possible exception of professional 
people preferring Learning activities. 
The lei!~\H'E' c'clC1,i\l:L i;.i.+?S clercir1y linked to the 
occupational satisfaction variable. Those people not satisfied 
with their occupations preferred Social, Games and Sports 
21ctivitiP~1. Satisfied people indicated activities in the 
Solitary and Learning groups. Thr, former three gr·oups of 
activities could possibly be seen to have diversionary or 
\compensationary' functions. 
The of relationships between the respondents 
8:l 
favourite activity, as expressed by these groupings, and the 
thr12e codin~J systems appear to IH' a!E- one might expect. Hm!leve·r , 
categories in 
each coding system and the Solitary and Learning groups are 
associated with exactly the same categories in all three coding 
The relative lack of clear patterns across what is 
basically four different coding systems indicates the 
difficulties that arise when comparing results across studies. 
whilst all 
attempting to describe the same dimensions, do not purport to be 
validated classification systems. It is difficult to comment on 
the value or otherwise of these approaches due to their still 
undefined nature. The coding of the reported activities into the 
categories of these systems was also carried out by only one 
p er s [Jn, ( ·Urn iii u th or ) .• ·r ~~ 1 a t i v e 1 ~I u n fa mi 1 i a r IJ) i th th e ·, def in i t i on 1 
of each of the categories. A more experienced panel of Judges may 
have obtained a different mix oP the activities. 
The crasstabulations of reasons for participating 1n leisure 
in general with other variables also produced a high number of 
significant and interesting results. 
Males indicated 'Competition' as being more important in 
their leisure activities, whilst females indicated 'Getting to 
know new people', ··coopeT·ating wH:h others' and ··Feeling positive 
personal development' as important reasons for their leisure in 
general. Again, these results would appear to be reflecting sex 
rclles. these differences do suggest that sex is an 
important discriminating variable on respondents' motivations for 
l€1:i.SUT'{'1. 'To help me enJoy family life' was rated as important 
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by 31-40 year olds and by people over 50, possibly reflecting the 
typic@1 atJG t:if m1:;st parents and LF'i3ndparents r·espectively. The 
importance of 'Challenge and/or excitement' decreases over age 
and 'To be involved in competition' ,whilst not rated as highly 
important by any category, becomes of decreasing importance with 
i,1ge, but the :i.mporbnnce of 'Relaxing ,:Bnd ·taking it eastJ., alr,;u 
decreases with age. This latte1• result may be due to increased 
opportunities to relax with age, thus rendering it not so 
important to seek out further opportunities in specific leisure 
conte:d;s. This 1s supported somewhat as the importance of 
\Filling 1n time; generally increases with age. The importance of 
\Thinking/puzzling' also increases with age. 
The only rto•,;1scin f'o·1· leisure significantltJ 
b lJ education/qualifications is 'Being in a 
position where 1 can influence the lives end well-being of 
oth e·1's, which increases in importance the higher the education 
level. This possibly reflects bhe respondent's probable position 
held in a hierarchy based un qualifications. Married people., 
o b v :i o u s 1 iJ i~ n o u g h .• f :i, n d ' En J o 1,,1 i n g -P ,5J m i l 1:1 1 i f' f.? ' more i mp or tan ·l:; th an 
single people. rhey also rate 'lhinking/puzzling things out' more 
highly. Single people indicated a greater preference for 
'Challenge and/or excitement'. These latter two results may 
reflect tha different responsibilities impinging on single and 
HowE·ver., some profiles can again be discerned 
across the tables. Singles indicate 'Challenge/ excitement' as 
more important, but this decreases with age. Males find 
'Competition' more important than females, but the importance of 
this reason too decreases with age. 'Thinking/puzzling' is rated 
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as important by married people and also increases in importance 
with a9E:1 • Thus these rt;;•sulcs mi,H.J he due more ·tu the averi!l!Je r.• ge 
uf marri~d and single people. 
The only r~sults that are associated with occupational 
satisfaction are the reasons that people dissatisfied with their· 
others', 'Help me to enJDY family life' and 'Being in a position 
carries over to other 
In c~ddition, the common factor that people 
di~:;sa·tis-fiiad t1Ji"\::h th1~ir ,Jc)b rate as unimportani;, appears to be 
1:nJoyml:int of t,oc:i.iii1l 'r'f,:ldt:i.oni=,hips. 
The wi t;h 
ident:i.fitJd which 
t;l·,rc• e codinr,i 
differentiated the 
and 'For health reasons/to keep fit' were regarded as important 
by people in the outdoor (Retirement quiz), and 
:individud1 categories, and as not important by those respondents 
in Holland's Artistic:, or Investigative categories. 
The correlation ree,pondent I s occupation and 
favo1rr i te leisure activity presented no clear patterns, with the 
exception of people in f<ealistic occupations also favouTing 
Realistic leisure activities. This gives some weight to the 
contention that people do not engage in the same type of 
cH: t iv i t i iH3 :i. n t h e i r f T· 1?.f.J t i me , a 1s th e ~J p er f o T' m a t ui o T· k. W h e ·ch e ·r 
these results suggest complementary leisure time activities is 
A more detailed investigation is called for. 
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Tl1e second crosstabulation between respondents' first and 
Gecond leisure activities suggest that leisure activity packages 
people engaging in Realistic activities for 
their first activity also prefer Realistic activities for their 
21ctiv:i.t1J. Hclwever, people in the other 
interests in their next favoured leisure activity. 
The correlation tables illustrating the relationship 
between respondents' occupation and favourite leisure activity, 
and between their first and second preferred activities reflect 
how an in5trument applicable to two spheres can be utilized. The 
Holland categories have only recently been applied in the leisure 
Whilst the Holland 
categories are 1•easonably in line with the groupings and factors 
study, to be mirroring the leisure groupings that were found. 
However., jt has enabled the relationship between two distinct 
using an instrument that may prove to 
be meaningful to both. 
Some maJor influences that are almost certainly operating, but 
have not been referred to are: 'Whole life' influences stemming 
from the respondents social environment or from other important 
life spheres which may be instrumental in determining the 
activitir~s engaged in a1n d P.Vl:111 the reasons why they are engaged 
in. The iii1!;;sumptic.<n has ,,dso been made that the basic 
ph~J::dologit:i:1l needs have been met. However-, these ma~! well be 
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motivating part of the respondents behaviour. Even where they are 
not the primary motivating force, ·they c:ould he exerting 
considerable influence. L""',' ,i • ..,.. ,~, 'l 1 ,, J ,!, IJ~J. ,!. ';;) differences between 
respondents expressed attitud8s and their actual behaviour is 
unknown. It is also unclear how people reporting no leisure 
activities would affect the results, but it is known that the 
sample was biased against people without telephones and those who 
had moved since early in 1983 when the census was being compiled. 
Due to quite ri9orouf!, selection cr·iteria, a number of the 
leisure activities were dropped from the final analysis. For 
example, Gambling- horse raclng was not used as less than 20% of 
the sample indicated it as an activity of interest. 
people, or· 12% c:h,:n;;e it). Hournver this ;activity may satisfy needt; 
which are not met by any other leisure pursuit. These excluded 
activities may only constitute a small part of most people's 
leisure repetoire, but it is exactly the people for whom this is 
a maJor activity that we need to contact. 
The length of the questionnaire may have \put people off' or 
made them rush through i -\~. The format may have also been too 
difficult for all people to follow. 
Coding of the data has meant a loss of flexibility in some 
cases. For example, reading and listening to music is classified 
under Holland coding as belonging to the Investigative category. 
However both reading and listening to music may be carried out 
far escapism or for learning. 
The analysis also unfortunately loses sight of the minor 
fluctuations and isolates the one maJor pattern. These less 
dominant patterns are equally important for those people that 
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constitute a separate group. 
An inevitable, but possibly significant factor is the imposing 
of the researchers structure on the study through the ~l,ui~e of 
design, items used, analysis and assigned labels. 
J Recommendations 
Given the exploratory nature of this study, and indications 
that the sample was not representative, the replication of the 
procedure used here would be very interesting. 
To include more activities 1n the analysis either more people 
would have to be included in the sample, or less rigorous 
criteria could be applied in choosing the leisure activities. 
The list of reasons that was used is central to the outcome. This 
needs to be tested for validity and reliabilty. 
Of more fundamental importance, it is recommended that the 
analysis focus on the individual to identify if there are groups 
of people whom carry out activities for the same reasons. There 
is a suggestion that this is the case on the basis of the three 
top reasons for respondents favourite activity, which were quite 
distinctive. The classification of individuals would result in 
superior information than classification oP activities. 
Further investigation or the utility or cross-sphere 
instruments such as the Holland codes is warranted, ~nd would 
appear to be a potentially rich field of research. 
Finally1 it is suggested that a field test of these results 
would be a direct way in which to gauge their usefulness. 
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4 Sumn1arLL 
In general the results give the impression of half the pieces 
Tha frequencies, the correlates of the 
leisure activity groups and the correlates of the reasons portray 
much information, but the causes of these effects are still 
u n c 1 e icl'f' . 
·rha maJor advance would be the use of profiles of reasons to 
group the activities, especially as the results of that analusis 
of from pard; studit11c,. E)i;ilJ., the 
limitations discussed restrict the generalisability of these 
results. It 1s suggested that this information can still be 




that could be used in leisure guidance settings. Sp et i f i c .,-,i1 1 \J .• 
aim was to identify g~oups of substitutable leisure 
activities which could be presented to a person who only knew the 
type of activities that they were interested in, or the reasons 
why they would like to do something. 
To achieve this it was desired to group activities on the 
basis of the T'eaiHms u1hy partic:ipants engaged h1 them. That is., a 
basis that is meaningful from an individuals viewpoint, t-hat is 
simple ta communicate and to respond to, and is directed at the 
rnechan:i.sms of choice, 1. H. why this activity iE; erqt,ysbl.1?. 
The successful resolution of this problem would achieve a 
number of guals. it would add to the research on the 
identification and stable classification oP the motivational 
forces underlying leisure behaviour patterns. It would provide 
practical information that would be useful for leisure guidance, 
and it would also obviate some of the pervasive problems with 
research in this field. 
Utilizing raw data, sorted by a quantitatively powerful 
cc,mput1::1T' prn9ramnHi, a r.lisF,sj_fication of le:isure iac'dvities based 
on thfJ reasons wh1J the~J Wi"!T'e pursued was able tc1 be achieved. 
these groupings replicate a number of dimensions 
which had been reported in the leisure classification literature. 
They also correlat0d highly with the factors derived from a more 
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conventional factor analytic treatment of the same data. 
counts of the patterns of reasons associated with 
thDSE' 
pPf1ple pin•t:1cipatJ.nfJ iii1nd in that lt'/isur-P ,:;ctivit1J. 
Five groups of activities were derived, each of the activities 
havin~ at leaat two reasons in common with the other activities 
in it;s group. 
The use of the combination frequency analysis appears tu be a 
viable method of identifying maJor profiles. This is seen as 
particularly appropriate in an investigation of the motivations 
~ssaciated with leisure activities. 
A ma,_1cn' limitEd;ion ud.th this; approach it only 
Whilst this may be useful 
guidance situations, it is recommended that future 
research attempts to aggregate individuals on the basis of their 
Research appears to be equivocal about the impact of current 
C On 'c.c i d f.! r (! d that whatever means 1s used, encouraging and aiding 
people i11 finding the set of activities which is most suited ta 
thriir neE•d,;, is. wort;hwhilf'.•. 
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LEJSURE r1LJESYIONNAIRE ~-·~· _____ J __________ ----------
This questionnuii~c looks c1t Leisun.: Activiti('S rind the reasons \vhy 
they are enjoyable. From scein9 v1hat different people like to do and v1'1y, 
it is !toped to put together a Leisure Guidance Form. This would o.id people. 
to find the type of Leisure activities most suited to them in the Si"HllC m.:rnnr•: 
as a Vocational Guidance Form finds the jobs· most suited to a person. 
\vith growing numbers of unemployed, rnore people. reaching retirelll(!nt 
age and a general ·j nci,ease in the ~umber of !tours \·ff! have free (especially 
with increasing technology), there ·is a need for a Leisure Guiclc1ncc Fonn. 
From the information gained from this, and other1 questionnaires sucl1 
a form cc 1 ld be ·developed and made widely available to anyone looking for 
somet~ing that they would enjoy doing in their spare time~ 
There are two parts to this instrument. The first asks questions about 
your le·isure activities and the second is a vocational guidance form. TogeU:, 
they sho~ld take approximately 40 minutes to complete. All answers are 
anonymous, confidential and much appreciated. Thank you for your time. 
I'm sure you will find from your answers in filling out this questionnaire 
information that 1•1il l be both interesting and useful to you. 
PART 1 involves describing your two favourite leisure activities and rating 
a list of statements, tl1en ticking the reasons 1-1hy you engag~ in a number-
of leisure activities ... 
FOR EXt,MPLE: -
Carefully go through each of the statements 
ticking the rea.sons v,hy you. do that activity, 
and leaving blank j J the ones that don't apply. 
1 /J \ D 1 ::l \ 1 i n ri 1- r. r, 1- 1-,. .::i 1 1 n r-.,. l" I, ~ 1 1 
[?J 
2. 
Fill out those le·isure activities in 1vhich you are interested (fil''.,t 
column in the example on page 1). Don't worry if you have not done it in tile 
past; say v1hy __ _you 1vould like to do it. If Y?U are not ·interested, pass on to 
the next activity. 
Don't v1orry about hov1 others might ans1<1er as what is important is 1vhy_you 
do the activ_j___!:ies. 
* * * * * 
FAVOURITE ACTIVITIES 
When you are free to do exactly as you please, what do you and/or would 
you do? 
Fill in the spaces below with your two favourite Leisure Activities 
(whether you are doing them now or would like to do them in the future), 




Ple,ise rate the follm>'ing from 1 to 5. Rate them according to how 
important tlley arc to you as reasons for your_leisure activities ____ j_l]_J~:_ii!_~U\l:. 





.••· then p·lace your rat'ing at the end of each statement. 
vrnv HffORTANT 
5 
1) Organizing my own activities and being responsible for making my own 
decisions. 
2) Feeling positive personal development and growth. 
3) Relaxing and taking it easy. 
4) To give me privacy/ a chance to be alone. 
5) To relieve frnstration. ___ _ 
6) To help me enjoy family life. 
7) A change _from daily routine. 
8) To fill in the time. 
9) Getting to know new people/making close friendships.· 
10) Cooperating with others 
·11) Challenge and/or excitement. 
12) To be involved in competition: 
13) Thinking/puzzling things out. 
14) Using and/or developing a number of different skills and abilities. 
15) To let me kno1·1 v,hat's going on/help me inc,~ease. 111y knowledge and 
skills. 
16) For health reasons/to keep fit. 
17) Gaining the respect or admiration of others. 
18) Seeing the results of my efforts/having a feeling of achievement. ____ _ 
·_19) Organizing teams, groups or organizations. 
20) Being in a position where I ca~ influence the lives and well-being of 
others. 
21. Others ... 
if you 
a re not 
activities in which 
you are interested. 
Don't worry if you 
haven 1 t done it in 
past; tick why you 
li~e to do it. 
l) Swimming, boating 
2) Repairing or mending things 
3) Developing/processing photos 
4) Playing a musical 
ir.strument or singing 
sr Taking part in Guides, 
Scouts, youth groups etc. 
6) Keeping times/recording 
results at sporting events 




8) Bushwalking, hiking, 
camping 
I -----i---i---r,__ 
I . 9) Visiting sciehtific/tech-nical displays or lectures 
10) Taking part in plays or 
musicals 
11) Planning and giving 
parties 
' 




'I interested in a leisure 
activity, rr:ove 
on to a next or.e 
l 
Fi 11 out those '\ 
ac:iv1ties in which 
you are interested. 
Don't worry if you 
haven't dorie it in 
past, tick why you 
like to do 1 t. 
12) Following politics in the 
newspapers or on TV ind 
rodio 
13) Collecting/cataloguing 
coins, st~~ps, photo 
albums or scrap books. 
14) Playing football, netball, 
huc:.,.ey, cricket, i:.nd oth~r 1 
~~am sports 
15) Playing cliess, draughts, 
bridge. ~crabble or other 
oames of skill 
16) Doing handcrafts such as 
pott~ry, \·1eiving, mucraine. 
ewellery n1Jkin~~ etc. 
17) Attending sports events, 
pop concerts, films, etc. 
with a oroup of friends 
18) Doing small jobs such as 
gardening or housework 
for a fee 
19) Keeping detailed accounts 
or a careful diary 
20) Making things like model 
aircrJft~ dresses, etc. 
usino patterns or al.ins 
21) :latching/listening to 'in-
depth' reports or docum-
entaries on radio or TV. 
22) Visiting art galleries,. 














II I I I I I 
; Ii you 
\ are not 
interest~d 
in a leisure 
activity, rnove 
on to a next one. 
Fi11 out those 
activities in which 
you are inte~ested. 
Oon 1 t worry if you 
haven't d0ne it in 
past~ tick why you 
li,e to do 1t. 
23) Going to hotels or clubs 
and sociali:ing 
24) Playing oackgar.:non, poker, 
monopoly, or other g~mes 
of chance 
5) Uslng tyµewr1cers, 
calculators or similar 
equipm2nt 
26) Watching television ,I 
· • · ·o mus1· c \ 1 [ I 
16 17 18 2, I 







29) Skiing, horse-riding, 
squash, and other solo 
soorts 
· 30) Doing nothin9 in pafcic-
u1ar, 'rr.ucking ~bout' 
31) GJmbling, horse-racing 
IL.I l..-J_j_W-+-+--+-+--H--+-+-J-t-11--r-rr-------i---i--1-: 
ii 
32) Driving for pleasure 
: 1._L_L__l_-+-+-J.-+-+-+--l-+-J--+--J--t-111-rT----------i--,---: 1 
I 
I 
33) Your job 
6. 
7 . 
I~ looking back over the questionnaire you may be able to spot some patterns in your answers. For example, one. person might 
do a lot of the activit::?s for 'Challenge' and because it invo,ves 'Comp_etition', whereas another person may have mostly ticked 
'Challenge' and 'Feeling personal development' (even for the s~rr,e activities!). Whatever your major reasons may be, you can check to 
see if they will be involved when choosing future leisure activities. 
Also, by looking at the leisure activities that you were '.nterested in you might find similarities between them that pinpoints 
the type of leisure activities that you would enjoy trying OU'.:. - HAVE A GO ! 
Female D Male D 
AGE (circle) 
15-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 
EDUCATION/QUALIFICATIONS (circle) 
High School School Cert. U.E. 
OCCUPATION 
Any comments you would like to make: 
Married • 
(Responsible for looking 
after a family) 
51-60 61-70 >71 
Trade Cert. Tertiary 
Single D 
How·SATISFIED are you with your·occupation? 1 2 3 .. 4 5 
Not Very 
Satisfied Neutral Satisfied 
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ENJOY FAMILY ACTIVITIES ALSO OWN PURSUITS EG. TENNIS. TEMP. 
RELIEVING WORK ALLOWS VARIETY. 
INVOLVED IN YOUTH ACTIVITIES., MEET PEOPLE IN BUSINESS. INVOLVED 
IN TEAM AND FAMILY GAMES. 
ONLY GET BACK WHAT YOU GIVE OUT AND BEING HAPPY WITHIN YOURSELF 
AND <WITH> WHAT YOU HAVE IS VERY SATISFYING. 
WISH I STILL HAD MY HUSBAND THEN I WOULD STILL BE HAPPY. 
BEING UNABLE TO DRIVE RESTRICTS MY LEISURE ACTIVITI 
IF I HAD RETIRED AT 60 I FEEL l WOULD HAVE BEEN A BORED AND 
FRUSTRATED PERSON WHO COULD BE DIFFICULT TO LIVE WITH. <R. >65) 
NO OUTLET FOR THE ELDERLY EXCEPT RAFFIA ,BASKET-WORK AND 
GOD-HELP-US SING ALONGS .. . 
I LIVE A VERY BUSY LIFE ... SOMETHING UNEXPECTED ALWAYS CROPS UP 
AND I FIND IT VERY HARD TO SAY NO AS THERE IS 80 MUCH VOLUNTARY 
WORK TO BE DONE AND A LOT OF SICKNESS AROUND ME. 
I HAVE RELATED MY ANSWERS TO 60-70, BECAUSE AT 78 I AM 
PHYSICALLY INCAPABLE OF MANY ACTIVITIES ENJOYED UP TO 70. 
THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR WORK AND OCCUPATION AND CONTENTMENT 
l,,HTH LIFE. 
HAVE BEEN RETIRED FOR 12 YEARS, WRITTEN A BIOGRAPHY AND AM AT 
PRESENT TAPING ORAL HISTORIES OF ELDERLY NURSES. 
A NUMBER OF ACTIVITIES .AVAILABLE TODAY NOT AVAILABLE IN MY 
YOUNGER DAYS. 
LEISUR~ TO ME IS HARD TO GET AFTER TAKING CARE OF HOME/FAMILY 
COMMITMENTS. ONLY THOSE ACTIVITIES THAT DO NOT REQUIRE REGULAR 
COMMITMENT CAN BE UNDERTAKEN WITHOUT BEING SELFISH. 
I THINK INVESTIGATIONS OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES ARE VERY IMPORTANT 
NOW AND AM PLEASED TO THIS SURVEY. 
HAVING BROUGHT UP 4 CHILDREN, NOW HAPPILY MARRIED, LIFE IS 
WONDERFUL-TO BE ABLE TO TAKE AN INTEREST IN GOLF, YOGA AND 
DANCING WE BOTH ENJOY TOGETHER. LIFE BEGINS AT 60. 
PRAISE THE LORD FOR HE 18 THE SOURCE OF MY RELAXATION. 
BEING INVOLVED WITH A CHILD AND HUSBAND(ODD WORK HOURS) MY 
LEISURE TIME IS OFTEN COMPULSORY SUCH AS EVENINGS- WHERE I WATCH 
TV OR READ- I PERSONALLY WOULD RATHER BE DOING SOMETHING ELSE BUT 
AT PRESENT FINANCIAL COMMITMENTS DO PLAY A MAJOR PART IN ALL OUR 
LIVES. 
I HAVE NEVER REALLY CONSIDERED WHY I DO SOMETHING AS THIS 
SUGGESTS. I DO THINGS BECAUSE I ENJOY THEM, AND THEY ARE A CHANGE 
FROM THE DEMANDS OF MY JOB. 
WHEN I LIVED IN THE COUNTRY 1 YEAR AGO I DID MOST OF THESE 
ACTIVITIES BUT LIVING IN THE CITY YOU JUST DON'T HAVE THE TIME. 
NOW RETIRED. ADVISE ALL RETIRED TO LEAD AN ACTIVE LIFE. 
CHURCH ACTIVITI SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED. MEET PEOPLE AT 
DINNERS ,FAIRS, XMAS PAGEANTS, MEETINGS, YOUTH GROUP CAMPS, 
BOATING ACT.S BBG'S,BRIDGE CLUB ... , AND ABOVE ALL FRIENDSHIP. 
GARDENING SHOULD BE A SEPARATE LEISURE ACTIVITY. 
RELAXING FOR ME IS NOT NECESSARILY TAKING IT EASY. BECAUSE OF 
THE INTENSE DEMANDS OF MY JOB IT IS CRITICAL I UNDERTAKE LA'S TO 
RELAX MY MIND. 
I'M AN AVID CROSSWORD FANATIC. 
AT THIS PRESENT TIME I NEED MORE ENERGY TO PURSUE THE MANY 
THINGS I STILL WOULD LIKE TO DO. 
THE MOST IMPORTANT THING ABOUT LEISURE IS TO DO WHAT YOU WANT 
AS FAR AS POSSIBLE. ALSO FOR ME I NEED THE RELAXING LEISURE AND 
THE COMPETITION LEISURE TO COMPLEMENT EACH OTHER. 
ING ABLE TO DO WHAT YOU LIKE, WHEN YOU LIKE. TAKING ALL THE 
TIME YOU NEED TO DO JOBS, NOT RUSH THEM. LEAVING INSIDE JOBS IF 
POSSIBLE FOR WET OR WINTER DAYS. 
WOULD LIKE THE STIMULUS OF A PART TIME JOB AND ALSO THE STATUS 
. FEEL THE HOUSEWIFE IS OFTEN DOWNGRADED BY THE COMMUNITY. 
I AM FIRMLY CONVINCED THAT ANYBODY WANTING TO WORK AFTER THE 
AGE OF 60 DOES NOT REALIZE THE MANY OPPORTUNITIES THAT EXIST FOR 
A NE!,.! LIFE .. 
YES I'M A SPUC SUPPORTEFl. I 1-JDULD COMMENT ON YOUR GUI Z THAT I 
WOULD LIKE YOUNG PEOPLE TO BE REMINDED THAT ACADEMIC 
QUALIFICATIONS ARE REALLY NOT AS IMPORTANT AS CHARACTER 
FORMING-HONESTY,JUSTICE,RELIABILITY,PLAYING THE PART IN CORRECT 
PERSPECTIVE-NOT TO BE A PART IN ANY INDECENT INCIDENTS THAT BLUR 
THEIR GOOD NAMES 11 GREATER THAN RICHES OR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IS A 
GOOD HONORABLE NAME 11 AS I'M NOT /;, MEMBER OF ·YOUR STAFF, I THANK 
YOU FOR THE INTEREST THAT YOU HAVE SHOWN AND EXCUSE ME FOR ANY 
ANXIETY I MAY HAVE CAUSED ANY OF YOU AND I PRAY GOD WILL BLESS 
ALL SCHOLARS THAT WISDOM WILL BE A TRUE FRIEND. 
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I L.nu::: TO HELP DTHER PEOPLE VERY MUCH. 
SAD WE DON'T HAVE MORE ,BUT PROBABLY WOULDN'T ENJOY IT IF WE 
HAD ANY AMOUNT ANYWAY. 
AS A PRINCIPAL OF A LEISURE CENTRE I AM SUPRISED AT THE NUMBER 
OF PEOPLE ANSWERING A SIMILAR GUES. EXPRESS A PREFERENCE FOR 
SQUASH AS A CONVENIENT ALL-WEATHER ACTIVITY USING A MINIMUM OF 
TIME FOR THOSE PEOPLE WITH A BUSY LIFESTYLE. 
IT ISi HARD TO DRA~~ ANY DISTINCT LINE BETWEEN LEISURE AND WORK. 
I ENJOYED DOIN,:;; THIS QUES. I FIND THAT MY JOB PROVIDES THE 
CHALLENGES AND PERSONAL GROWTH ASPECTS ,AND THEREFORE LEISURE 
TIME IS USED IN LESS COMPETITIVE ACTIVITIES. 
WITH 2 PRE-SCHOOL CHILDREN TO KEEP ME BUSY, MY PERSONAL LEISURE 
TIME IS SOMEWHAT RESTRICTED (AT THIS TIME) I DO GIVE ,HOWEVER, 
MORE AND MORE THOUGHT TO POSSIBLE FUTURE ACTIVITIES I CAN PURSUE. 
I DO MANAGE TO DABBLE IN A FEW ACTIVITIES NOW WHICH DO HELP TO 
BRING PERSPECTIVE TO THE SITUATION. 
I HOPE THIS WILL BENEFIT PEOPLE IN THE FUTURE. 
44 YRS IN PRESENT EMPLOYMENT,34 YRS IN VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE, 
22 YRS IN SUMNER LIFE BOAT INSTITUTION. WHEN RETIREDCMAR 1984) 
~~ILL ENJOY 11 POTTERI1,m AROUND 11 GARDEN AND SOME LEISURE. 
FEEL VERY FORTUNATE IN HAVING SUCCEEDED IN COMBINING MY 
HOBBIES/INTERESTS WITH EARNING AN INCOME. 
WHERE IS DANCING? IT IS POSSIBLE THAT MANY YOUNG PERSONS ARE 
INFLUENCED BASICALLY BY WHAT THEIR PARENTS DO AND 'BRING THEM UP 
TO' THAN WHAT THEY WOULD OTHERWISE DO. 
LIFE CHANGES. MY LEISURE IS NOW VASTLY DIFFERENT TO WHEN I WAS 
FULLY INVOLVED IN REARING A FAMILY AND INVOLVED IN THEIR 
ACTIVITIES-SPORTS, GUIDES ,SCOUTS ETC. 
I AM QUITE FASCINATED HOW YOU CAN MAKE ANY NORMAL ACTIVITY SO 
COMPLICATED WITH FANTASTIC REASONS FOR DOING ANYTHING. 
AFTER WORKING FOR 22 YEARS I THOROUGHLY ENJOY MY RETIREMENT. 
THE DAYS ARE TOO SHORT FOR ME. I ALSO LOVE GARDENING AND LOOKING 
AFTER MY POT PLANTS. IN WINTER WE PLAY GOLF AND IN SUMMER BOATS 
,FISH AND TRAVEL ALL OVER N. Z. ENJOYING THIS BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY. I 
READ AT LEAST ONE BOOK A WEEK AND PLAY A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT ABOUT 
1-2 HOURS A DAY. I ALSO LIV,E COOKING AND PRESERVING. 
I FIND THAT I SPEND A FAIR AMOUNT OF TIME ON WORK AT 
HOME-WALLPAPERING, GARDENING AND DON'T HAVE THE TIME OR 
INCLINATION TO TRY OUT NEW LEISURE ACTIVITIES. 
THINK PERHAPS YOUR QUESTIONS ARE LOADED FOR YOUNGER AGE BRACKET 
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AND FOR PERHAPS SOMEONE WITH A MORE COMPETITIVE SPIRIT THAN MINE. 
WORK AND SOCIAL ACTIVITIES ARE LINKED BY THE PEOPLE INVOLVED. 
THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY OF FILLING THIS QUESTIONNAIRE. 
IT HAS FURTHERED MY SELF-AWARENESS OF WHY I PARTICIPATE IN LA'S. 
I BELIEVE EDUCATION SHOULD PREPARE STUDENTS TO FACE THE UNUSUAL, 
THE DISTASTEFUL AND THE FUTURE WHERE LEISURE MAY BE A PREDOMINANT 
PART OF OUR LIVES. 
QUESTIONNAIRE IS TOO NON-SPECIFIC. MY LA'S DIVIDED BETWEEN 
THOSE PERSONALLY REQUIRED TO GET AWAY FROM THE HASSLE' AND THOSE 
REQUIRED FOR PROPER FAMILY INVOLVEMENT. WHILST 1 MAV FISH ALONE 
ON OCCASIONS THERE ARE OTHERS DURING WHICH CHILDREN MAY BEY BE 
ALONG TO LEARN THE SKILLS AND HOPEFULLY THE ADVANTAGES. YOU ALSO 
IGNORE THE ECONOMIC CONSTRAINTS ON LEISURE. 
l AM A WIDOW WI.TH A MARRIED FAMILY. 
YOU HAVEN'T MENTIONED ANY INVOLVEMENT WITH CHURCH ACTIVITIES. 
WOULD LIKE TO SEE THE YOUNGER GENERATION INVOLVED IN MORE 
PROFITABLE LEISURE TIME ACTIVITIES. 
THE QUESTIONNAIRE DID NOT REALLY CATER FOR \POSITIVE ENJOYMENT 
OF SAY A CONCERT OR MUSIC - I.E. A MORE POSITIVE EXPERIENCE 
THAN FILLING IN THE TIME(8), RELIEVING FRUSTRATION(6), OR 
RELAXING AND TAKING IT EASY(3). ALSO HOBBIES FROM THE PAST, EVEN 
CHILDHOOD, SEEM RATHER IRRELEVANT WHEN ANSWERING FROM A 
PERSPECTIVE OF 51-60. 
I FIND THAT ONE IS NEVER TOO OLD TO LEARN. 
YOU HAVE NOT TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT THE VAST NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO 
ARE USING CONTINUING EDUCATION AS A LEISURE ACTIVITY. 
IT'S A BIT LIKE ASKING MUM WHY SHE LOVES HER KIDS AND GIVE A 
DOZEN OR MORE REASONS. THE LAW OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND ARE 
OPERATING. ALREADY WE SEE INCREASED RECREATIONAL FACILITIES AND A 
RAPID GROWTH IN INVESTMENT IN SPORTING ACTIVITIES (SKIING, 
JOGGING ETC.> AND ALSO IN TOURISM AND INVESTMENT OF HOLIDAY 
RESORTS. 
I HAD A VERY SAl'ISFYING JOB UP TO THREE YEARS AGO, WHEN IT WAS 
FED INTO A COMPUTER FOR FODDER. I HAVE BEEN KEPT ON BY THE FIRM, 
BUT IT SEEMS TO ME ONLY AS A FILLING IN PERSON HELPING OUT HERE 
AND THERE. GENERALLY HELPING OUT IN A NUMBER OF JOBS. LONG TERM 
HOPES ARE OF EARLIER RETIREMENT AND DO SOMETHING MORE POSITIVE 
FOR MYSELF. (E.G .. A SMALL BUSINESS OR SOMETHING. 
EARLY EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS MAPPED OUT A CAREER - LIFE 
HAS TAUGHT ME THAT JOB SATISFACTION IS PARAMOUNT AND VIRTUALLY 
INSEPARABLE FROM LEISURE ACTIVITIES ATTITUDE. DUE TO THE 
PROSPECT OF REDUNDANCY AND UNEMPLOYMENT IN OUR SOCIETY, INTERESTS 
SHOULD ALSO BE DIVERSIFIED. UNFORTUNATELY, UNEMPLOYMENT, WHILST 
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GIVING THE TIME TO ENJOY LEISURE ACTIVITIES , TAKETH AWAY THE 
WHEREWITHAL I.E. MONEY. MONEY REPRESENTS ABILITY TO BUY INTO 
LEISURE. 
SINCE BECOMING DISABLED IN 1977 I HAVE ADOPTED A VERY POSITIVE 
ATTITUDE TOWARDS VOCATION, PLUS ALWAYS LOOKING AND TRYING NEW 
RECREATIONAL ACTIVITIES. WAS ALWAYS A VERY COMPETITIVE PERSON AS 
ABLEBODIED REPRESENTATIVE CRIKETER AND HELD RECORDS FOR SWIMMING 
EVENTS. SINCE BECOMING DISABLED I HAVE REALIZED THERE IS MORE TO 
DE GAINED FOR ME AND MY WIFE ACADEMICALLY. STILL KEEN ON SPORT 
AND ENJOY THOSE I DO TAKE PART IN, BUT NOT SO COMPETITIVELY NOW. 
I AM AN ENGINEERS PATTERN MAKER BY TRADE, BUT l HAVE ENJOYED 
THE CHALLENGE OF SELLING OVER RECENT YEARS. DURING MY YOUNGER 
YEARS, MY MAIN INTERESTS WERE COMPETING IN RUGBY AND MOTOR-CYCLE 
RP1CING. 
AFTER 48 YEARS AT MY TRADE AND 6 YEARS IN ARMY AND P. 0. W. 
CAMPS I FIND MYSELF ALMOST A COMPULSIVE WORKER AND I TEND TO 
COMBINE ALL MY LEISURE TIME WITH MY WORK. THIS LIFESTYLE KEEPS 
ME IN CLOSE CIRCLE OF ASSOCIATES AND GIVES ME GREAT OPPORTUNITIES 
TO ENJOY URBAN LIFE. 
I DO NOT FEEL THAT RELAXING AND TAKING THINGS EASY ARE THE 
SAME. FOR INSTANCE I THINJ,<, THAT I RELAX 1.-HlEN I'M TIRED. I REGARD 
TAKING THINGS EASY MEANS BEING LAZY. GETTING TO KNOW PEOPLE DOES 
NOT ALWAYS MAKE CLOSE FRIENDSHIPS. THE THINGS I TAKE PART IN ALL 
TEND TO KEEP ONE FIT BUT I DON'T DO THEM FOR THAT REASON. PLEASED 
TO HAVE BEEN OF HELP. 
I ENJOY (USUALLY) BEING A MOTHER, BUT WOULD LIKE MORE 
OPPORTUNITY AND TIME TO GAIN SOME SPECIFIC USEFUL SKILL. ALSO 
MORE LEISURE TIME. ALTHOUGH YOUR QUESTIONNAIRE COVERS A WIDE 
RANGE OF ACTIVITIES I FEEL IT LEAVES OUT SOME VERY IMPORTANT 
ONES: GARDENING, ANIMALS/PETS, RESTORATION, COOKING AND ART. 
EVEN THINGS LIKE MOTOR BIKE OR CAR 'TAMPERING' WHICH ARE SO 
IMPORTANT TO MANY TEENAGERS AND ADULTS, OR JUST SIMPLY WALKING OR 
SITTING WATCHING THE STREET FOR ELDERLY OR DISABLED COULD BE 
CLASSED AS LEISURE TO SO MANY PEOPLE. 
WHILE BEING VERY SATISFIED WITH THE ROLE OF WIFE, MOTHER AND 
COMPANY; DIRECTOR I STILL FEEL THAT BEING THE NUCLEUS OF THE 
FAMILY ONE TENDS TO FEEL SELFISH IF ONE DEVOTES TOO MUCH TIME TO 
ANY INTEREST, EG. TENNIS ONCE A WEE~ IS ACCEPTABLE, BUT TEN HOURS 
A WEEK TO STUDY IS NOT SEEN AS 'FAIR'. ONE MUST HAVE AN EXTREMELY 
TOLERANT HUSBAND TO PURSUE ANY INTEREST IN DEPTH AND IF HUSBAND 
IS EXTREMELY BUSY AS WELL IT IS IMPOSSIBLE, IF ONE IS DETERMINED 
THAT THE FAMILY AS A WHOLE IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT. 
tlQfIL FREQUENTLY DCCUR ING CQMlJ,lNATim~::i 
PRrn;mAM PATRIO\., 
CONST 
RWHYSJ. -· 2~3; 
RWHYPOWR - 83886081 
LSACSI ZE = 3:3; 
TYPE 
\iAR 
LSACARY=PACKED ARRAY[1 .. 31J OF char; 
hpelement = RECORD 
perm: intefie1~ .• 
freqq,l: short int 
END .• 
permfreq=ARRAY[1 .. 7] of' hpelementJ 
inrec 
inputf1 






y I ,! 
iii, JJ,.l 
sampsize 





ARRAYC1 .. 300] OF INTEGER; 
integer; 
ARRAV[i .. 6J OF permfreq1 







function c:heckbl.va·r a: inteqer): shortint.,EXTERN; 
function andeq(var a, b: integer): shortint1EXTERN; 
uo 
{.,PROCESS' IS ,<ii SORT PRIJC~fMM USING A BINARY TREE (HE,l\P) METHOD. J 
CIT TESTS FOR THE 'TOP 7' AND ARRANGES THEM IN ORDER.} 
Procedure process1 
var kl< : shor·cint., 
Begin 
bitcount := bitcount - 4; 
if permlist[b:itcountJU]. fr1::,qcy<f1'01q then 
begin 
iH?l!J!'.llHL perm: :;c: i; 
newone. freqcy:=freq; 
y::::::;L., z:=2.• 
wh i 1 e z <><? d n 
begin 
i f p 1,1 rm 1 i !':- t [ b :i. t c o u n t:] [ z J . i' re q c y }p eT' m 1 i st [ b i t c rrn n t ] [ z + 1 J. fr· e q_ c y 
z: :c::z + :!. _; 
if neu.1onfc:. -f'·,,,?qc~1 ),,, pt•r-mlist[bitcount][zJ. freqc1J t:hen 
begin 
permlist[bitcountJ[yJ:mpermlist[bitcountJ[zJ; 
IJ: "'-" Z _; 
end; 
permlist[bitcountJ[yJ:=newone1 
{ wr i t e J. n ( 1 Perm 1 i st 1 , b i t c o u n t ., ., updated to ' ) ; 
for kk := 1 ta 7 do 
111 
writeln( 'Elemen·t', kk: 3, ·' ·IHH, 1 , 'COMBINATION (decimal)--', 
permlist[bitcountJtkkJ. perm:9, 
permlist[bi'l;countJCkkJ. frec:u:9: 3,' --FREG'); } 
end; 
end., 
<PRINTS THE RESULTS AT THE END OF PROCESSING EACH LEISURE ACTIVITY.} 
Procedure finish; 
vsr' ii., kk, JJ : sh1n·tint; n integer; 
begin 
foT· ,JJ ;;,;;:: :I, tc-, 4- do 
begin 
u!T i te 1 n; 
writeln<'HEAP of HIGHEST FREQUENCV ',J,J+4::'..=J,' tick combinii,d;ions'). 
for kk : 1 to 7 do 
begin 
llH' it e• ( k k: :]., ., *1r•r.- ·' ) ; 
n : "'"' permlist(,J,JJt:kkJ. perm.: 
for ii := 31 downto 1 do 
be9 in 
inrecCiiJ :'"'' dn~«n ·-· (( n div:;~) •,- 2)) + ord('O·')); 




if' inr'ec[ii] ,::: 1 1' then 
liJT i t e ( ( ( :i. i - 3;;: ) ii· ( ···• j_ ) ) : 3, ·' ) ,; 
end, 
u.rrite(inrec); REM. writes out; O's and i's} 
wr i t ti 1 n < ., l 1 , 
( ( p er m 1 i st [ J J J [ k k J . ·h· e q c y ·ll- 100 ) D 1 V s amp s i z e ) : 5, ' 
((pf1rmlistC:Jc1HkkJ. fr-eqcy * 100) DIV total): 5, 1 ~I. 
per-ml i .,;t[ J J J [ k k J. f'peqr.y: ::.:i, 
' --- percent of SAMPLE/TOTAL, raw FREQ'); 
end; 
{***** MAIN PROGRAM*****} 
{A LOOP FOR LEISURE ACTIVITY 1 TO LEISURE ACTIVITY X} 
BEGIN 






for i: =1 to 31 do 
inT'fH:[iJ:::c-' 1 ! 
for i := 1 to 6 do 
for J := 1 to 7 do 
BEGIN 
p1.:,·rmlhd:;[i][J]. f:reqcy 0; 
JH- rm l i s t: [ i J [ J J . p e.r m O _; 
END; 
writeln( '** PROCESSING LEISURE ACTIVITY ', IlI+i:3)1 
<READS INPUT FILE AND STORES DATA} 
1~eset ( input.PL 'DlliTATDT'}; 
f'or JJJ ;;:;;:: 1 tci iii do 
readln( inputfl ); 
samp size : = 0; 
total : o:;;; 0; 
maxb!:, : = 0; 




get( inputfl ); 
inrec:[2J: inputf1@; 
get< inpLJtfl ); 
i.P dnr·ec[1] = 't') and Unrec:Cn -- '1') then 
beg:i.n 
{ ·fi-*DAT ADUMP 
sampsize := sampsize + i; 
bsarray[sampsizeJ 0; 
FOR k : ;;::; i ·t ci 20 dn 




WT i -h::• ( i nT· e c [ 1 :J ) ; } 
if inrec[1J = '1' then 
bsarray[sampsizeJ bserray[sampsizeJ + x; 
:,: : x·l!·2.: 
END; 
{RECORDS MAXIMUN VALUE COMBINATION} 
if bsarray[sampsize] > maxbs then 
maxbs := bsarray[sampsizeJ; 
end; 
fork := 1 to 35 do 
if not eof(inputfl) then readln(inputfl); 
END; 
writeln( 'Sample of- -', sampi:,ize: !:i.,' Prtlpor·t:i.cm of- Tc:d;al is 
( < E-amp size ·* 100) DIV -t; o ta 1 ) : 3, '%' ) ; 
{*****PERMUTATIONS*****} 
{CHEC~S COMBINATIONS} 




{ if bitcoun·t ""' 1 then writelnO:); } 






f'T1 !::1 q : :,o 0; 
for J := 1 to sampsize do 
freq:~ freq+ ANDEG(bsarray[JJ, k); 




D.:•_1::,\cri1;1tion of th?. Process, To Det:er·mirH:.~ ttu~ 
Significance pf_the_Predominant Profil~~ 
The probability with which each combination occured may be 
compared with a figure which describes the probabilty of any one 
combination occuring by chance. 
'N' - the number of people in the sample. 
\k' - the average number of ticks made by the middle 90% of 
the people interested in each leisure activity. 
\ n, th€'/ numlH?T· of relevant reasons for each activity, 
i.e., the reasorH; that: wer<'i chosen by at least 5% of the sample. 
Ai= Probability ( any one combination of reasons occuring) 
P(Ai) - 1/ Cn to Ck 
(and where J~ individual reasons up to groups of eight reasons.) 
P(AJ) = Cn-J to Ck-J / Cn to Ck 
Using the example quoted in the results section, leisure 
activity number 21: 'watching/listening to \in-depth' reports on 
thE.> m1?dia 1 , N = 137, k "'"' 2 and n = 6. Thus the pr1:ibability of any 
one reason occ:uring is apr:n~oximately 2/6 <Yr 33. 3% .. For· g,·oups of: 
two reasons the formula becomes: 
k/n X ( k·-1/n :!.) 
= ';-2/t.J X j_ I~> 
U5 
To determine the upper confidence limits of these figures we 
use the foTmtJla: 
In the first instance of the example this becomes: 
To keep alpha constant et 0. 05 we need to make a correction: 
alpha - alpha/ n 
-- 0. 0~'> I t:.' 
·- 0. 0083~1 
(n is the number of ways of randomly 
choosing any one from 'n' reasons) 
This corresponds ta a Z-Score of 2. 4. 
Standard error - Square Roat of (P(Ai) X (1-P(Ai)) / N 
- Square Root of 0. 333 X 0. 667 / 137 
~" 0. 040'.] 
Thus the upper confidence limit equals: 
= P(Ai) + Z-score X Standard error of PCAi> 
- . 333 + 2.4 X 0.0403 
·- 0. 4'.3~.i 
In the second instance of the example: 
P ( (-'.:)'.i, ) "" • 067 
To keep alpha constant at 0. 05 we need to make a correction: 
alpha= alph~ / n(n-1)/2 (n(n-1) is the number of ways of randomly 
U.6 
- 0. 05 I (6X5) /2 choosing any two from \n' reasons) 
·- 0. 0008:3 
Standard error - Square Root of (P(Ai) X (1-P(Ai)) / N 
- Square Root of 0. 067 X 0. 933 / 137 
- D.02i4 
Thus the upper confidence limit equals: 
- P(Ai) + 2-score X Standard error of P(Ai) 
- .067 + :J.1 X 0.0214 
ThE' predominant of reasons assoc iad:ed with 
'watching/listening to 'in-depth' reports in the media' occurs in 
the groups of twn reasons (k = 2). The most frequently occuring 
combination is of reasons 13 and 15, 'Thinking/puzzling things 
out' and 'To let me know what's going on/ help me increase my 
knowledge and skills' respectively. These two were chosen by 30% 
of the £,ample which exc:t,H?ds the uppe-r· confidence limi·t of 13. 3%. 
Four of the groups of two reasons can be seen to be exceeding 
this figure suggesting they are occuring at a higher rate than 
could be expected by chance. 
U7 
This table groups the reasons for engaging in activities on 
the basis of the predominant pattern of leisure activities that 
was associated with each reason. Those with similar predominant 
patterns are grouped together. 
En gag i nq 1!1 lei surg_ Act: i vi ti es .. !FtHJ~d on 
Ri-JCOMB 1 ( Ml EC. ) 
Common Activity a)8. Bushwalking 
:l . Organ i :l !? own a c t iv i t i t~ !:, 
7. Change from routine 







Common 1'.\ct:ivity a)2. f~ep&iiring or mending 'l;hing!, 
13. Thinking/Puzzling 
14. Use + devt1lop sUlls 
18.See resulta of my efforts 
m-JCOMB ;3 (RELAXING) 
Common Activity a)27. Reading/Listening to music 
... , 





3. Helax 8 23 ,...,t, C..,,\:J 27 
4. PrivaqJ [3 ~27 
5. Rel :i.evei,; .Pr·u t-, tra·b ion 8 27 
Rt,JCOMB .q. (SOCIAL INTERACTION) 
118 
Common Activity a)i4. Team sports 
9. Get to know new people 14 2~3 
RWCOMB 5 (CHALLENGE) ) 
ll. Cha111::,r1ging/f::,xci·t.:ing 8 
RWCDMB 6 (LEARNING) 







LIST OF LEISURE ACTIVITIES 
SWIMMING, BOATING 21 
REPAIRING OR MENDING THINGS 
DUSHWALKING, CAMPING 23 
FOLLOW POLITICS IN MEDIA 26 
PLAYING TEAM SPORTS 27 
PLAYING GAMES OF SKILL 28 
MAKING THINGS USING PLANS 30 
FOLLOWING IN-DEPTH REPORTS MEDIA 
VISITING GALLERIES, CONCERTS 
HOTELS AND SOCIALIZING 
WATCHING TELEVISION 
READING/LISTENING TO MUSIC 
FISHING; 
NOTHING IN PARTICULAR 
The analysis of the reasons for engaging in leisure 
activitit0!"-.• using the combination frequenctJ apprclach., pnlduced 
six sepa,'ate g·poupE,; Misc:t:tllaneDUt~, Creativity, Rel,u:, Social 
However these groups were 
less clear than those found from the analysis of the leisure 
Three of the six 'groups' contain only one reason. 
Three of the categories have parallels in past studies. 
The reasons in the Creativity group are found in Pierce's (1980) 
Achievement factor of satisfactions, and in London et al's (1977) 
Feedback group. Social interaction has similar reasons to 
Pierce's Intimacy and london et al's Positive Interpersonal 
























/~PP0'1D IX F .. 
of Rc!c1sons . .fnr __ f·ic><;pond("ni;s_Le:i,;urc /·,r:t.ivili_os __ i_n_O,:ncJr,,l. 
FACTOR i 
(Social) 
DRGf',.l'H ZE Qt..lN ,o,CTS. 0. 26.197 
FEEL POSITIVE· DE\JEL. 0. 4290(, 
RELAX 0. 13816 
PRIVACY 0. 10685 
f-~ELIEVE FRUSTR/,Tim~ 0. 31459 
Er-UOY FAi·iIL.Y LIFE 0. [~9726* 
CH1'\1'-!GE FiWM ROUTHJE 0. J:3287 
FILL Il'l THE TIME 0. 3731}7 
GET TO Kr-JO(.J onn=.ns 0. i'.8448* 
COOPERATE l·iITH OTHERS 0. 7396(..-,V< 
CH1'.1LU::l'IGE-EXC l TEi'iENT 0. 14808 
C 0/'iP ET IT ION 0. 4i2S'0 
THI l\ll<, ING-PUZ ZL Ir,iG 0. 33477 
DEVEL. DIFF. Sl\ILU; 0. 3493::-2 
INCRE1\E;E !,(,NO\,J. , st,ILLS 0 . 41315 
HEALTH, EXEf~ClSE 0. 45,:}54* 
RESPEC)' OF OTHERS 0. 56237* 
[,[E t·iV REGULTG 0. 3:3122 
OHG,t-,1,II ZE TEAM:3 0. 6.1960-~· 
II\JFLUEl'-4CE OTHERS 0. 577;25* 
FACTOH 2 


















o .. 51 i 9t7* 
0. 49013 •~ 
0. 30062 
FACTOR 3 Ft-,GTOR 4 
( Autonom~1) (Helc.1:uJt;ion 
0. 53855·ll- -0. 0382::.] 
0. ,1{~575ll- 0. 004ii 
0. 09189 0. 51~!66~~ 
0, l,8401-rc 0. 44B21-~-
0. 32tS64 0. :38805 
0. 357~27 0. 102.i~ ~) 
0. 12500 0.29817 
0. 29954 0. ;,!02t)9 
0. 05650 0. 15Bt")~~> 
0. 12{,81 0. 11030 
-0. 1:-2909 0. 1 Dt1 i 0 
-0. 02589 0. 27610 
0. 41~!92 0. 01ciHJ 
0. 31934 ·-0. 0080:'3 
0. ,13245 0. 0 11213 
0. 23449 0. 20985 
0. 2:3411 0. 17439 
0. .t 9401 -0 . .J079!5 
0. J.603t, 0. ;.2:::i612 
0. 26062 0. 15032 
21 Dll-lE!< HE/\S01\18 0. 00:31.6 ~o. 00977 0. 15892 
1,1ote. * - Loadings greater than 0. 4500. 
-~l i g h loadinl.)5 on 'Cooperating with others', 'Getting to know 
others', Influence others', and 'Gaining the respec-l; of o·l;hc:rs' 
strongly suggest a Social Pact0r for Fac~or 1. The second factor 
had nlOl' e of: l'r.lTi g 0 Of loading upon 
'Challenge/excitement' and 'Competition' suggest one facet while 
'Thinking/puzzling', 'Developing skills', and 
'Increasing knowledge and skill§' suggest ~nether. 1'\l l seem -co 
be 8ctive rec1:,on,;, thus this is labelled liction. The -throe 
reasons loading on Factor 3 are 'Privacy', '[)1,yanizing 01,in 
activities' and 'Feeling personal development' c:i 11 SUfJgest thu 
1':i u t on om y 1 a b e 1 . Thr: f'ouf'th factor has only two re,:,sons lo,-Hlin9 
gri~ai;er· chc111 0 . .L1500 upon it and these nre si;i11 [J e 1 ow 0. 52(Fl. 
Ho\JJever, 'F:elax' 'Privacu' appear -to cons~itute a clear 
Relaxation factor. 
Rea.sons f:qr1n,oaqinq in_Leisur-li! Activities in Qenera!, 
(grouped bu prr1do11d, .. n,,rn·b pT·Qfile) correlated wit:h 
Reasons ftH' enq§JlL:U.fL. .. Jn Leir~ure Activ_itiE-s in Gene~:al 







0. 6166 0. 4255 0. 7754 0. 5427 
(P=O. 000) (P=O. 000) (P=O. 000) CP=O. 000> 
0, 7260 0. 8035 0. 7085 o. 5365 
(Crflativitt1) (p;::::aJ. 000) (P:,,o. 000) CP•:::0. 000) (P=O. 000) 
RWCOMB3 0. 7108 0. 5945 0.8385 0.8346 
(Re 1 axing) ( P000 0. 000) 000) 1'. P=O. 000) ( P=O. 000) 
RWCOMB4 0. 7296 0. 5533 0.4670 0. 3761 
(Soc: i ,,i 1 ) ( P=O. 000) ( P""'O. 000) ( P:::.00. 000) ( P=O. 000) 
RWCOMB5 0. 3450 0. 6347 
(Cha11enge) (P:::::O. 000) {P"-"O. 000) 
RWCOMB6 0. 6952 0. 7189 0. 7087 0. 5616 
<Learning) (P=O. 000) (P=O. 000) (p,,,.,o_ 000) (P==O. 000) 
122 
123 
The correlation between the groups of reasons formed by the 
combination analysis and tl1e factors of reasons formed by a factor 
analysis were generally all high and positive. 
The g,·oupings which 1uere similarly labelled, i.e ... Relaxing', .. Soci<:ll 
'Challenge' report correlations of 0. 8346, 0. 7296 and 0. 6347 respecti~ 
However, ~Jiven the high correlations ac:,·oss. most of the factors, it 
is difficult to interpret any clear patterns. 
Leisure Activities. Fl' EHI_I-HHI C y . % 
-------~---------------------~--1- SWIMMING, BOATING 
2- REPAIRING OR MENDING THINGS 
3- DEVELOPING/PROCESS PHOTOS 
4- PLAYING A MUSICAL 
INSTRUMENT OR SINGING 
5- TAKING PART GUIDES, 
SCOUTS, YOUTH GROUPS ETC. 
6- KEEPING TIMES/RECORDING 
RESULTS AT SPORTING EVENTS 
7- EARNING SOME MONEY 
SELLINGJ THIN,'.:}f:; 
8- BUSHWALKING, HIKING, CAMPING 
9- VISITING SCIENTIFIC/TECH 





TAKING PART IN PLAYS 
OR MUSICALB 
PLANNING AND GIVING 
PARTIES 
FOLLOWING POLITICS IN THE 
NEWSPAPER OR ON TV AND RADIO 
COLLECTING/CATALOGUING COINS, 
STAMPS, PHOTO ALBUMS OR 
SCRAP BOOKS 
PLAYING FOOTBALL, NEl'BALL 
HOCKEY,CRICKET AND OTHER 
TEAM SPORTS 
PLAYING CHESS, DRAUGHTS 
BRIDGE,SCRABBLE OR OTHER 
(~AMES OF SK I L.L. 
DOING HANDCRAFTS SUCH AS 
POTTERY, WEAVING, MACRAME, 
JEWELLERY MAKING ETC. 
ATTENDING SPORTS EVENTS, 
POP CONCERTS, FILMS ETC 
WITH GROUPS OF FRIENDS 
18- DOING SMALL JOBS SUCH AS 
GARDENING OR HOUSEWOR~ 
FOR A FEE: 
19- KEEPING DETAILED ACCOUNTS 
OR A CAREFUL DIARY 



















AIRCRAFT, DRESSES, ETC 
USING PATTERNS OR PLANS 
21- WATCHING/LISTENING TO 
IN-DEPTH REPORTS OR DOCU-
MENTARIES ON TV OR RADIO 
VISITING ART GALLERIES, 
EXHIBITIONS, PLAYS OR 
CQI\ICERTS 
23- GOING TO HOTELS OR CLUBS 
AND SOC IP,LI ZIN('./ 
24- PLAYING BACKGAMMON, POKER, 
MONOPOLY, OR OTHER 
GAMES OF CHANCE 
25- USING TYPEWRITERS 
CALCULATORS OR SIMILAR 
EQUIPMENT 
26- WATCHING TELEVISION 
27- READING/LISTENING TO MUSIC 
28·- FISHIN<; 
29- SKIING, HORSE-RIDING 
SQUASH, AND OTHER 
SOLD SPORTS 
30- DOING NOTHING IN PARTIC 
ULAH, 'MUCK INC: ABOUT 1 
31 GAMBLING, HORSE-RACING 









1 i.. 6 
:34. 4 
125 
Reasons Far Engaging 
In Leisure Activities. 
1 -ORGANIZING MY OWN ACTIVITIES AND 
BEING RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING 
MY OWN DECISIONS 
2 -FEELING POSITIVE PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH 
3 -RELAXING AND TAKING IT EASY 
4 -TO GIVE ME PRIVACY/ 
A CHANCE TO BE ALONE 
5 -TO RELIEVE FRUSTRATION 
6 -TO HELP ME ENJOY FAMILY LIFE 
7 -A CHANGE FROM DAILY ROUTINE 
8 -TO FILL IN THE TIME 
9 -GETTING TO KNOW NEW PEOPLE/ 
MAKING CLOSE FRIENDSHIPS 
10-COOPERATING WITH OTHERS 
ii-CHALLENGE AND/OR EXCITEMENT 
1 TO BE INVOLVED IN COMPETITION 
1 THINKING/PUZZLING THINGS OUT 
14-USING AND/OR DEVELOPING A 
NUMBER OF DIFFERENT SKILLS 
15-TO LET ME KNOW WHATS GOING ON/ 
HELP ME INCREASE MY 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS 
16-FOR HEALTH REASONS/TO KEEP FIT 
17-GAINING THE RESPECT OF OTHERS 
OR ADMIRATION OF OTHERS 
18-SEEING THE RESULTS OF MY EFFOR1'S/ 
HAVING A FEELING OF ACHIEVEMENT 
19-0RGANIZING TEAMS, GROUPS 
OR ORGANIZATIONS 
20-BEING IN A POSITION WHERE I CAN 
























DO WHAT YOU MOST WANT TO DO ... 
THE !_EAST THAT CAN HAPPEN 18 THAT YOU WILL BE HAPPY. 
